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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

"Virmonica" 

6 messages

Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Thu, Oct 12, 2017 at 10:56 AM
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

Jeff,
 
Can staff pour 25 foundations in front of FOD in one weekend or 1 day?

Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> Thu, Oct 12, 2017 at 11:22 AM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

We would have to order the large Cement Trucks that carry 9 cubic yards, but it can be done.  Each
foundation is less than a cubic yard, except for the UM 40315 pole.  This would possibly mean that
we order two 9-yd Cement Trucks and the remainder from our trucks to minimize waste.
 
On Thu, Oct 12, 2017 at 10:56 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Jeff,
 
Can staff pour 25 foundations in front of FOD in one weekend or 1 day?

 

Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Thu, Oct 12, 2017 at 11:25 AM
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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One or two days worth of work? 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 12, 2017, at 11:23 AM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 
 

We would have to order the large Cement Trucks that carry 9 cubic yards, but it can be
done.  Each foundation is less than a cubic yard, except for the UM 40315 pole.  This
would possibly mean that we order two 9-yd Cement Trucks and the remainder from our
trucks to minimize waste.
 
On Thu, Oct 12, 2017 at 10:56 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Jeff,
 
Can staff pour 25 foundations in front of FOD in one weekend or 1 day?

 

Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> Thu, Oct 12, 2017 at 11:29 AM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

The two 9-yd Cement Trucks can be done over the course of a couple hours and the remaining
would take a little longer.  One day might be pushing it, but two days will work.
 
On Thu, Oct 12, 2017 at 11:25 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

One or two days worth of work? 
 
Sent from my iPhone

mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
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On Oct 12, 2017, at 11:23 AM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 
 

We would have to order the large Cement Trucks that carry 9 cubic yards, but it can be
done.  Each foundation is less than a cubic yard, except for the UM 40315 pole.  This
would possibly mean that we order two 9-yd Cement Trucks and the remainder from our
trucks to minimize waste.
 
On Thu, Oct 12, 2017 at 10:56 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Jeff,
 
Can staff pour 25 foundations in front of FOD in one weekend or 1 day?

 

 

Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> Thu, Oct 12, 2017 at 11:43 AM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Please see the attached foundation specs prepared by Shiela Klein's staff using info provided by
FOD.
 
On Thu, Oct 12, 2017 at 11:25 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

One or two days worth of work? 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 12, 2017, at 11:23 AM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 
 

mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
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We would have to order the large Cement Trucks that carry 9 cubic yards, but it can be
done.  Each foundation is less than a cubic yard, except for the UM 40315 pole.  This
would possibly mean that we order two 9-yd Cement Trucks and the remainder from our
trucks to minimize waste.
 
On Thu, Oct 12, 2017 at 10:56 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Jeff,
 
Can staff pour 25 foundations in front of FOD in one weekend or 1 day?

 

 
 

Vermonica_Foundation Specifications_Prepared by Shiela Klein's staff (using info from FOD).pdf 
1623K

Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Thu, Oct 12, 2017 at 2:33 PM
To: Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org>

fyi
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
Date: Thu, Oct 12, 2017 at 11:29 AM 
Subject: Re: "Virmonica" 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
 
 
The two 9-yd Cement Trucks can be done over the course of a couple hours and the remaining
would take a little longer.  One day might be pushing it, but two days will work.

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=b9c6cc8f1e&view=att&th=15f11e676e896447&attid=0.1&disp=attd&realattid=f_j8ot9pin0&safe=1&zw
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On Thu, Oct 12, 2017 at 11:25 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

One or two days worth of work? 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 12, 2017, at 11:23 AM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 
 

We would have to order the large Cement Trucks that carry 9 cubic yards, but it can be
done.  Each foundation is less than a cubic yard, except for the UM 40315 pole.  This
would possibly mean that we order two 9-yd Cement Trucks and the remainder from our
trucks to minimize waste.
 
On Thu, Oct 12, 2017 at 10:56 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Jeff,
 
Can staff pour 25 foundations in front of FOD in one weekend or 1 day?

 

 
 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Emails with the Vermonica Realty guy 

2 messages

Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org> Wed, Nov 29, 2017 at 12:18 PM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Can you give/send me a copy of all the emails that you had with the realty guy for Vermonica. 
Thanks 
 
--  
Norma Isahakian
Assistant Director
Bureau of Street Lighting

Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Wed, Nov 29, 2017 at 1:02 PM
To: Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org>

There may be more but I’ll have to wait till I get back to the office. 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Nov 29, 2017, at 12:18 PM, Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org> wrote: 
 

Can you give/send me a copy of all the emails that you had with the realty guy for
Vermonica.  Thanks 
 

mailto:norma.isahakian@lacity.org
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--  
Norma Isahakian
Assistant Director
Bureau of Street Lighting
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

FOD Yard - Site plan 

4 messages

Gerardo Reyes <gerardo.reyes@lacity.org> Tue, Oct 24, 2017 at 12:55 PM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Good afternoon Kerney
 
Attached you will find the FOD yard site plan. It has been revised as per your latest comments.
Please let me know if any further revisions are needed. 
 
Thank you Kerney
--  

GERARDO REYES  | CEDT

Bureau of Street Lighting

Public Works Building 
1149 S. Broadway | Los Angeles, CA 90015

(213) 847 - 1527

 
 

FOD Yard - Site Plan.pdf 
255K
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Wed, Oct 25, 2017 at 10:17 AM
To: SILVA BATIKIAN <SILVA.BATIKIAN@lacity.org>

Who's good at voltage drop calculations?
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Gerardo Reyes <gerardo.reyes@lacity.org> 
Date: Tue, Oct 24, 2017 at 12:55 PM 
Subject: FOD Yard - Site plan 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
 
 
Good afternoon Kerney
 
Attached you will find the FOD yard site plan. It has been revised as per your latest comments.
Please let me know if any further revisions are needed. 
 
Thank you Kerney
--  

GERARDO REYES  | CEDT

Bureau of Street Lighting

Public Works Building 
1149 S. Broadway | Los Angeles, CA 90015

(213) 847 - 1527

 
 

mailto:gerardo.reyes@lacity.org
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FOD Yard - Site Plan.pdf 
255K

Silva Batikian <silva.batikian@lacity.org> Wed, Oct 25, 2017 at 1:33 PM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

John Babich
 
On Wed, Oct 25, 2017 at 10:17 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Who's good at voltage drop calculations?
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Gerardo Reyes <gerardo.reyes@lacity.org> 
Date: Tue, Oct 24, 2017 at 12:55 PM 
Subject: FOD Yard - Site plan 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
 
 
Good afternoon Kerney
 
Attached you will find the FOD yard site plan. It has been revised as per your latest comments.
Please let me know if any further revisions are needed. 
 
Thank you Kerney
--  

GERARDO REYES  | CEDT

Bureau of Street Lighting

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=b9c6cc8f1e&view=att&th=15f548a4f5b464fa&attid=0.1&disp=attd&realattid=f_j9613yu80&safe=1&zw
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Public Works Building 
1149 S. Broadway | Los Angeles, CA 90015

(213) 847 - 1527

 
 

 

Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Wed, Oct 25, 2017 at 3:00 PM
To: SILVA BATIKIAN <SILVA.BATIKIAN@lacity.org>

see the documents in L:\FAEDKRM\Vermonica
 
On Tue, Oct 24, 2017 at 12:55 PM, Gerardo Reyes <gerardo.reyes@lacity.org> wrote: 

Good afternoon Kerney
 
Attached you will find the FOD yard site plan. It has been revised as per your latest comments.
Please let me know if any further revisions are needed. 
 
Thank you Kerney
--  

GERARDO REYES  | CEDT

Bureau of Street Lighting

Public Works Building 
1149 S. Broadway | Los Angeles, CA 90015

(213) 847 - 1527

https://maps.google.com/?q=1149+S.+Broadway+%7C+Los+Angeles,+CA+90015&entry=gmail&source=g
tel:(213)%20847-1527
mailto:gerardo.reyes@lacity.org
tel:(213)%20847-1527
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Fwd: "Veromica" street light installation 

6 messages

Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 10:04 AM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

FYI.
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: BSL Street Lighting Referrals <bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org> 
Date: Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 9:35 AM 
Subject: Fwd: "Veromica" street light installation 
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
 
 
Greetings Jeff, 
 
Since the move, we've been receiving many inquiries and complaints regarding the Vermonica
Lights. Per Larna's request, I have forwarded and attached the latest correspondence we've
received.
 
If you have any questions about any other emails we've received, feel free to reply or see me.
 
-QueJonne
 

mailto:bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org
mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Mike Hume <mike@mikehume.com> 
Date: Sun, Nov 26, 2017 at 1:03 AM 
Subject: "Veromica" street light installation 
To: bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org 
 
 
Sending to correct email address, please see below.
 
Mike
 
 

From: Mike Hume <mike@mikehume.com> 
Date: November 24, 2017 at 22:34:05 PST 
To: streetlighting@bsl.lacity.org 
Subject: "Veromica" street light installation 
 

Hi there,
 
I became aware earlier this week that the “Vermonica” street light installation designed by
Shiela Klein, which has been standing in a parking lot at the intersection of Vermont and
Santa Monica since 1993, has been removed.
 
I found out yesterday that the street light poles are being reinstalled in the front lawn of the
Bureau’s office a couple of blocks down the street.  I’ve heard from a 3rd party - but cannot
verify this for myself - that the owner of the parking lot wants to reconfigure it and

mailto:mike@mikehume.com
mailto:bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org
mailto:mike@mikehume.com
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requested that the Bureau remove the installation.  I’ve also seen confirmation that the
artist who conceived “Vermonica” knew nothing about the installation being moved...until
hearing about it randomly on Facebook.  You can read her statement
at http://www.esotouric.com/vermonica
 
Whereas I understand that if the owner of the parking lot wants the installation gone it has
to be moved, I’d respectfully suggest the Bureau underestimated the depth of feeling in the
community about “Vermonica".  A bunch of people spent a few days over Thanksgiving
fretting with Facebook messages about “where has Vermonica gone”?  As you’ll see from
the artist’s statement she’s disappointed not to have been contacted.  A number of people
– I’ve asked that they contact the Bureau directly with their concerns so you’re not just
taking my word for it – have pointed out the same thing the artist says: that this wasn’t just
a line of street light poles and the moving of them to the Bureau’s front lawn, in a crescent
shape, means it is not “Vermonica” any more.
 
I’m wondering why this had to happen this way.  “Vermonica” wasn’t just a line of street
light poles, it was an conceived art installation.  And although I realize it was only intended
to be in place for 1 year, and the light poles are the property of the Bureau, it’s a real
shame the artist wasn’t contacted before the move took place.  I gather she was willing to
have helped look at options for “Vermonica” needing to be moved, but things are now past
that.
 
Regarding the new site for the street light poles, how was that chosen?  There’s virtually
no street parking and precious little pedestrian traffic passing by.  People will not see the
street light poles apart from driving past at 30mph.  That’s seems a lost opportunity to me.
 
So, whereas these street light poles are undoubtedly the Bureau’s to do with what they
like, and understanding that “Vermonica” was only intended to be up for one year, it seems
to me that there’s been a distinct underestimation of the depth of feeling surrounding the

http://www.esotouric.com/vermonica
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changes the Bureau has made.  And it seems it didn’t need to be that way.  As noted I’d
also like to know the process used for selecting a new location?  Or is this just temporary
and a better location will be chosen in time?
 
I’m sure there’s more to this so I’d invite your comments on the topic and look forward to
your reply.
 
With best regards,
Mike Hume
 

 
 

 
 

Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 10:17 AM
To: ED EBRAHIMIAN <ED.EBRAHIMIAN@lacity.org>, NORMA ISAHAKIAN
<NORMA.ISAHAKIAN@lacity.org>

FYI  
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
Date: November 27, 2017 at 10:04:37 AM PST 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 

mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Subject: Fwd: "Veromica" street light installation 
 

FYI.
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: BSL Street Lighting Referrals <bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org> 
Date: Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 9:35 AM 
Subject: Fwd: "Veromica" street light installation 
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
 
 
Greetings Jeff, 
 
Since the move, we've been receiving many inquiries and complaints regarding the
Vermonica Lights. Per Larna's request, I have forwarded and attached the latest
correspondence we've received.
 
If you have any questions about any other emails we've received, feel free to reply or see
me.
 
-QueJonne
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Mike Hume <mike@mikehume.com> 
Date: Sun, Nov 26, 2017 at 1:03 AM 
Subject: "Veromica" street light installation 

mailto:bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org
mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
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To: bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org 
 
 
Sending to correct email address, please see below.
 
Mike
 
 

From: Mike Hume <mike@mikehume.com> 
Date: November 24, 2017 at 22:34:05 PST 
To: streetlighting@bsl.lacity.org 
Subject: "Veromica" street light installation 
 

Hi there,
 
I became aware earlier this week that the “Vermonica” street light installation
designed by Shiela Klein, which has been standing in a parking lot at the
intersection of Vermont and Santa Monica since 1993, has been removed.
 
I found out yesterday that the street light poles are being reinstalled in the front
lawn of the Bureau’s office a couple of blocks down the street.  I’ve heard from a
3rd party - but cannot verify this for myself - that the owner of the parking lot wants
to reconfigure it and requested that the Bureau remove the installation.  I’ve also
seen confirmation that the artist who conceived “Vermonica” knew nothing about
the installation being moved...until hearing about it randomly on Facebook.  You
can read her statement at http://www.esotouric.com/vermonica
 

mailto:bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org
mailto:mike@mikehume.com
mailto:streetlighting@bsl.lacity.org
http://www.esotouric.com/vermonica
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Whereas I understand that if the owner of the parking lot wants the installation
gone it has to be moved, I’d respectfully suggest the Bureau underestimated the
depth of feeling in the community about “Vermonica".  A bunch of people spent a
few days over Thanksgiving fretting with Facebook messages about “where has
Vermonica gone”?  As you’ll see from the artist’s statement she’s disappointed not
to have been contacted.  A number of people – I’ve asked that they contact the
Bureau directly with their concerns so you’re not just taking my word for it – have
pointed out the same thing the artist says: that this wasn’t just a line of street light
poles and the moving of them to the Bureau’s front lawn, in a crescent shape,
means it is not “Vermonica” any more.
 
I’m wondering why this had to happen this way.  “Vermonica” wasn’t just a line of
street light poles, it was an conceived art installation.  And although I realize it was
only intended to be in place for 1 year, and the light poles are the property of the
Bureau, it’s a real shame the artist wasn’t contacted before the move took place.  I
gather she was willing to have helped look at options for “Vermonica” needing to
be moved, but things are now past that.
 
Regarding the new site for the street light poles, how was that chosen?  There’s
virtually no street parking and precious little pedestrian traffic passing by.  People
will not see the street light poles apart from driving past at 30mph.  That’s seems a
lost opportunity to me.
 
So, whereas these street light poles are undoubtedly the Bureau’s to do with what
they like, and understanding that “Vermonica” was only intended to be up for one
year, it seems to me that there’s been a distinct underestimation of the depth of
feeling surrounding the changes the Bureau has made.  And it seems it didn’t
need to be that way.  As noted I’d also like to know the process used for selecting
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a new location?  Or is this just temporary and a better location will be chosen in
time?
 
I’m sure there’s more to this so I’d invite your comments on the topic and look
forward to your reply.
 
With best regards,
Mike Hume
 

 
 

 
 

Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org> Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 12:45 PM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

Please let me know who either of you have connected with so we can have one message.  
 
Basically the bottom line is that due to the timeline of the center we had to quickly relocate the
piece to a safe locations or else the pieces were going to be salvaged.  This is the safe and could
be temporary location for a time that the City decides where they want it to go.  We can discuss
more but let's get together on who will handle the PR and who has already been spoken to. 
Thanks
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Date: Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 10:17 AM 
Subject: Fwd: "Veromica" street light installation 
To: ED EBRAHIMIAN <ED.EBRAHIMIAN@lacity.org>, NORMA ISAHAKIAN
<NORMA.ISAHAKIAN@lacity.org> 
 
 
FYI  
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
Date: November 27, 2017 at 10:04:37 AM PST 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
Subject: Fwd: "Veromica" street light installation 
 

FYI.
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: BSL Street Lighting Referrals <bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org> 
Date: Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 9:35 AM 
Subject: Fwd: "Veromica" street light installation 
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
 
 

mailto:ED.EBRAHIMIAN@lacity.org
mailto:NORMA.ISAHAKIAN@lacity.org
mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
mailto:bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org
mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
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Greetings Jeff, 
 
Since the move, we've been receiving many inquiries and complaints regarding the
Vermonica Lights. Per Larna's request, I have forwarded and attached the latest
correspondence we've received.
 
If you have any questions about any other emails we've received, feel free to reply or see
me.
 
-QueJonne
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Mike Hume <mike@mikehume.com> 
Date: Sun, Nov 26, 2017 at 1:03 AM 
Subject: "Veromica" street light installation 
To: bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org 
 
 
Sending to correct email address, please see below.
 
Mike
 
 

From: Mike Hume <mike@mikehume.com> 
Date: November 24, 2017 at 22:34:05 PST 
To: streetlighting@bsl.lacity.org 

mailto:mike@mikehume.com
mailto:bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org
mailto:mike@mikehume.com
mailto:streetlighting@bsl.lacity.org
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Subject: "Veromica" street light installation 
 

Hi there,
 
I became aware earlier this week that the “Vermonica” street light installation
designed by Shiela Klein, which has been standing in a parking lot at the
intersection of Vermont and Santa Monica since 1993, has been removed.
 
I found out yesterday that the street light poles are being reinstalled in the front
lawn of the Bureau’s office a couple of blocks down the street.  I’ve heard from a
3rd party - but cannot verify this for myself - that the owner of the parking lot wants
to reconfigure it and requested that the Bureau remove the installation.  I’ve also
seen confirmation that the artist who conceived “Vermonica” knew nothing about
the installation being moved...until hearing about it randomly on Facebook.  You
can read her statement at http://www.esotouric.com/vermonica
 
Whereas I understand that if the owner of the parking lot wants the installation
gone it has to be moved, I’d respectfully suggest the Bureau underestimated the
depth of feeling in the community about “Vermonica".  A bunch of people spent a
few days over Thanksgiving fretting with Facebook messages about “where has
Vermonica gone”?  As you’ll see from the artist’s statement she’s disappointed not
to have been contacted.  A number of people – I’ve asked that they contact the
Bureau directly with their concerns so you’re not just taking my word for it – have
pointed out the same thing the artist says: that this wasn’t just a line of street light
poles and the moving of them to the Bureau’s front lawn, in a crescent shape,
means it is not “Vermonica” any more.
 

http://www.esotouric.com/vermonica
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I’m wondering why this had to happen this way.  “Vermonica” wasn’t just a line of
street light poles, it was an conceived art installation.  And although I realize it was
only intended to be in place for 1 year, and the light poles are the property of the
Bureau, it’s a real shame the artist wasn’t contacted before the move took place.  I
gather she was willing to have helped look at options for “Vermonica” needing to
be moved, but things are now past that.
 
Regarding the new site for the street light poles, how was that chosen?  There’s
virtually no street parking and precious little pedestrian traffic passing by.  People
will not see the street light poles apart from driving past at 30mph.  That’s seems a
lost opportunity to me.
 
So, whereas these street light poles are undoubtedly the Bureau’s to do with what
they like, and understanding that “Vermonica” was only intended to be up for one
year, it seems to me that there’s been a distinct underestimation of the depth of
feeling surrounding the changes the Bureau has made.  And it seems it didn’t
need to be that way.  As noted I’d also like to know the process used for selecting
a new location?  Or is this just temporary and a better location will be chosen in
time?
 
I’m sure there’s more to this so I’d invite your comments on the topic and look
forward to your reply.
 
With best regards,
Mike Hume
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--  
Norma Isahakian
Assistant Director
Bureau of Street Lighting

Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 12:50 PM
To: Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org>
Cc: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Hello Norma,
 
The following email was sent to Sheila Klein on 11/22/17:
 
Our Field Office has recently been contacted by a Staples parking lot representative (lawyer) requesting that the Bureau of Street Lighting needed to remove the

display before January 2018 due to their future redesign for the parking lot. Our Bureau Management has decided to relocate the entire display right away to our

Field Office location for preservation. All of the poles have been removed and relocated to our front lawn, over the last couple of weekends, positioning them in the

same order.  
 

The following email was sent to Richard Schave (an associate of Ms. Klein) today:

 

Our office has provided Sheila Klein a response last week.  Please direct any further 'Vermonica'
inquiries to our main office, in care of Kerney Marine, Senior Engineer Manager.  He can be
reached at 213-847-1484 or Kerney.Marine@lacity.org. 
 

 

tel:(213)%20847-1484
mailto:Kerney.Marine@lacity.org
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Thanks,

Jeff

 

 
On Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 12:45 PM, Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org> wrote: 

Please let me know who either of you have connected with so we can have one message.  
 
Basically the bottom line is that due to the timeline of the center we had to quickly relocate the
piece to a safe locations or else the pieces were going to be salvaged.  This is the safe and could
be temporary location for a time that the City decides where they want it to go.  We can discuss
more but let's get together on who will handle the PR and who has already been spoken to. 
Thanks
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
Date: Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 10:17 AM 
Subject: Fwd: "Veromica" street light installation 
To: ED EBRAHIMIAN <ED.EBRAHIMIAN@lacity.org>, NORMA ISAHAKIAN
<NORMA.ISAHAKIAN@lacity.org> 
 
 
FYI  
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 

mailto:norma.isahakian@lacity.org
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
mailto:ED.EBRAHIMIAN@lacity.org
mailto:NORMA.ISAHAKIAN@lacity.org
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From: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
Date: November 27, 2017 at 10:04:37 AM PST 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
Subject: Fwd: "Veromica" street light installation 
 

FYI.
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: BSL Street Lighting Referrals <bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org> 
Date: Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 9:35 AM 
Subject: Fwd: "Veromica" street light installation 
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
 
 
Greetings Jeff, 
 
Since the move, we've been receiving many inquiries and complaints regarding the
Vermonica Lights. Per Larna's request, I have forwarded and attached the latest
correspondence we've received.
 
If you have any questions about any other emails we've received, feel free to reply or
see me.
 
-QueJonne
 
 

mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
mailto:bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org
mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Mike Hume <mike@mikehume.com> 
Date: Sun, Nov 26, 2017 at 1:03 AM 
Subject: "Veromica" street light installation 
To: bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org 
 
 
Sending to correct email address, please see below.
 
Mike
 
 

From: Mike Hume <mike@mikehume.com> 
Date: November 24, 2017 at 22:34:05 PST 
To: streetlighting@bsl.lacity.org 
Subject: "Veromica" street light installation 
 

Hi there,
 
I became aware earlier this week that the “Vermonica” street light installation
designed by Shiela Klein, which has been standing in a parking lot at the
intersection of Vermont and Santa Monica since 1993, has been removed.
 
I found out yesterday that the street light poles are being reinstalled in the front
lawn of the Bureau’s office a couple of blocks down the street.  I’ve heard from a
3rd party - but cannot verify this for myself - that the owner of the parking lot
wants to reconfigure it and requested that the Bureau remove the installation. 

mailto:mike@mikehume.com
mailto:bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org
mailto:mike@mikehume.com
mailto:streetlighting@bsl.lacity.org
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I’ve also seen confirmation that the artist who conceived “Vermonica” knew
nothing about the installation being moved...until hearing about it randomly on
Facebook.  You can read her statement at http://www.esotouric.com/vermonica
 
Whereas I understand that if the owner of the parking lot wants the installation
gone it has to be moved, I’d respectfully suggest the Bureau underestimated the
depth of feeling in the community about “Vermonica".  A bunch of people spent
a few days over Thanksgiving fretting with Facebook messages about “where
has Vermonica gone”?  As you’ll see from the artist’s statement she’s
disappointed not to have been contacted.  A number of people – I’ve asked that
they contact the Bureau directly with their concerns so you’re not just taking my
word for it – have pointed out the same thing the artist says: that this wasn’t just
a line of street light poles and the moving of them to the Bureau’s front lawn, in
a crescent shape, means it is not “Vermonica” any more.
 
I’m wondering why this had to happen this way.  “Vermonica” wasn’t just a line
of street light poles, it was an conceived art installation.  And although I realize it
was only intended to be in place for 1 year, and the light poles are the property
of the Bureau, it’s a real shame the artist wasn’t contacted before the move took
place.  I gather she was willing to have helped look at options for “Vermonica”
needing to be moved, but things are now past that.
 
Regarding the new site for the street light poles, how was that chosen?  There’s
virtually no street parking and precious little pedestrian traffic passing by. 
People will not see the street light poles apart from driving past at 30mph. 
That’s seems a lost opportunity to me.
 
So, whereas these street light poles are undoubtedly the Bureau’s to do with
what they like, and understanding that “Vermonica” was only intended to be up

http://www.esotouric.com/vermonica
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for one year, it seems to me that there’s been a distinct underestimation of the
depth of feeling surrounding the changes the Bureau has made.  And it seems it
didn’t need to be that way.  As noted I’d also like to know the process used for
selecting a new location?  Or is this just temporary and a better location will be
chosen in time?
 
I’m sure there’s more to this so I’d invite your comments on the topic and look
forward to your reply.
 
With best regards,
Mike Hume
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
--  
Norma Isahakian
Assistant Director
Bureau of Street Lighting

 

Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org> Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 12:52 PM
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>
Cc: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>
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Thanks Jeff.  Sounds good.  
 
On Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 12:50 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

Hello Norma,
 
The following email was sent to Sheila Klein on 11/22/17:
 
Our Field Office has recently been contacted by a Staples parking lot representative (lawyer) requesting that the Bureau of Street Lighting needed to remove

the display before January 2018 due to their future redesign for the parking lot. Our Bureau Management has decided to relocate the entire display right away

to our Field Office location for preservation. All of the poles have been removed and relocated to our front lawn, over the last couple of weekends, positioning

them in the same order.  
 

The following email was sent to Richard Schave (an associate of Ms. Klein) today:

 

Our office has provided Sheila Klein a response last week.  Please direct any further 'Vermonica'
inquiries to our main office, in care of Kerney Marine, Senior Engineer Manager.  He can be
reached at 213-847-1484 or Kerney.Marine@lacity.org. 
 

 

Thanks,

Jeff

 

 
On Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 12:45 PM, Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org> wrote: 

Please let me know who either of you have connected with so we can have one message.  
 
Basically the bottom line is that due to the timeline of the center we had to quickly relocate the
piece to a safe locations or else the pieces were going to be salvaged.  This is the safe and
could be temporary location for a time that the City decides where they want it to go.  We can

mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
tel:(213)%20847-1484
mailto:Kerney.Marine@lacity.org
mailto:norma.isahakian@lacity.org
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discuss more but let's get together on who will handle the PR and who has already been
spoken to.  Thanks
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
Date: Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 10:17 AM 
Subject: Fwd: "Veromica" street light installation 
To: ED EBRAHIMIAN <ED.EBRAHIMIAN@lacity.org>, NORMA ISAHAKIAN
<NORMA.ISAHAKIAN@lacity.org> 
 
 
FYI  
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
Date: November 27, 2017 at 10:04:37 AM PST 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
Subject: Fwd: "Veromica" street light installation 
 

FYI.
 
 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
mailto:ED.EBRAHIMIAN@lacity.org
mailto:NORMA.ISAHAKIAN@lacity.org
mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: BSL Street Lighting Referrals <bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org> 
Date: Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 9:35 AM 
Subject: Fwd: "Veromica" street light installation 
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
 
 
Greetings Jeff, 
 
Since the move, we've been receiving many inquiries and complaints regarding the
Vermonica Lights. Per Larna's request, I have forwarded and attached the latest
correspondence we've received.
 
If you have any questions about any other emails we've received, feel free to reply or
see me.
 
-QueJonne
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Mike Hume <mike@mikehume.com> 
Date: Sun, Nov 26, 2017 at 1:03 AM 
Subject: "Veromica" street light installation 
To: bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org 
 
 
Sending to correct email address, please see below.
 
Mike

mailto:bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org
mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
mailto:mike@mikehume.com
mailto:bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org
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From: Mike Hume <mike@mikehume.com> 
Date: November 24, 2017 at 22:34:05 PST 
To: streetlighting@bsl.lacity.org 
Subject: "Veromica" street light installation 
 

Hi there,
 
I became aware earlier this week that the “Vermonica” street light installation
designed by Shiela Klein, which has been standing in a parking lot at the
intersection of Vermont and Santa Monica since 1993, has been removed.
 
I found out yesterday that the street light poles are being reinstalled in the
front lawn of the Bureau’s office a couple of blocks down the street.  I’ve
heard from a 3rd party - but cannot verify this for myself - that the owner of
the parking lot wants to reconfigure it and requested that the Bureau remove
the installation.  I’ve also seen confirmation that the artist who conceived
“Vermonica” knew nothing about the installation being moved...until hearing
about it randomly on Facebook.  You can read her statement
at http://www.esotouric.com/vermonica
 
Whereas I understand that if the owner of the parking lot wants the installation
gone it has to be moved, I’d respectfully suggest the Bureau underestimated
the depth of feeling in the community about “Vermonica".  A bunch of people
spent a few days over Thanksgiving fretting with Facebook messages about
“where has Vermonica gone”?  As you’ll see from the artist’s statement she’s

mailto:mike@mikehume.com
mailto:streetlighting@bsl.lacity.org
http://www.esotouric.com/vermonica
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disappointed not to have been contacted.  A number of people – I’ve asked
that they contact the Bureau directly with their concerns so you’re not just
taking my word for it – have pointed out the same thing the artist says: that
this wasn’t just a line of street light poles and the moving of them to the
Bureau’s front lawn, in a crescent shape, means it is not “Vermonica” any
more.
 
I’m wondering why this had to happen this way.  “Vermonica” wasn’t just a line
of street light poles, it was an conceived art installation.  And although I
realize it was only intended to be in place for 1 year, and the light poles are
the property of the Bureau, it’s a real shame the artist wasn’t contacted before
the move took place.  I gather she was willing to have helped look at options
for “Vermonica” needing to be moved, but things are now past that.
 
Regarding the new site for the street light poles, how was that chosen? 
There’s virtually no street parking and precious little pedestrian traffic passing
by.  People will not see the street light poles apart from driving past at
30mph.  That’s seems a lost opportunity to me.
 
So, whereas these street light poles are undoubtedly the Bureau’s to do with
what they like, and understanding that “Vermonica” was only intended to be
up for one year, it seems to me that there’s been a distinct underestimation of
the depth of feeling surrounding the changes the Bureau has made.  And it
seems it didn’t need to be that way.  As noted I’d also like to know the process
used for selecting a new location?  Or is this just temporary and a better
location will be chosen in time?
 
I’m sure there’s more to this so I’d invite your comments on the topic and look
forward to your reply.
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With best regards,
Mike Hume
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
--  
Norma Isahakian
Assistant Director
Bureau of Street Lighting

 
 
 
 
--  
Norma Isahakian
Assistant Director
Bureau of Street Lighting

Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org> Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 1:10 PM
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>
Cc: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>, Megan Hackney <megan.hackney@lacity.org>
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Jeff and Kerney,   We are going to route any responses through community services from Megan
so please refer any emails to her.  Thanks
 
On Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 12:50 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

Hello Norma,
 
The following email was sent to Sheila Klein on 11/22/17:
 
Our Field Office has recently been contacted by a Staples parking lot representative (lawyer) requesting that the Bureau of Street Lighting needed to remove

the display before January 2018 due to their future redesign for the parking lot. Our Bureau Management has decided to relocate the entire display right away

to our Field Office location for preservation. All of the poles have been removed and relocated to our front lawn, over the last couple of weekends, positioning

them in the same order.  
 

The following email was sent to Richard Schave (an associate of Ms. Klein) today:

 

Our office has provided Sheila Klein a response last week.  Please direct any further 'Vermonica'
inquiries to our main office, in care of Kerney Marine, Senior Engineer Manager.  He can be
reached at 213-847-1484 or Kerney.Marine@lacity.org. 
 

 

Thanks,

Jeff

 

 
On Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 12:45 PM, Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org> wrote: 

Please let me know who either of you have connected with so we can have one message.  
 
Basically the bottom line is that due to the timeline of the center we had to quickly relocate the
piece to a safe locations or else the pieces were going to be salvaged.  This is the safe and
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could be temporary location for a time that the City decides where they want it to go.  We can
discuss more but let's get together on who will handle the PR and who has already been
spoken to.  Thanks
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
Date: Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 10:17 AM 
Subject: Fwd: "Veromica" street light installation 
To: ED EBRAHIMIAN <ED.EBRAHIMIAN@lacity.org>, NORMA ISAHAKIAN
<NORMA.ISAHAKIAN@lacity.org> 
 
 
FYI  
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
Date: November 27, 2017 at 10:04:37 AM PST 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
Subject: Fwd: "Veromica" street light installation 
 

FYI.
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: BSL Street Lighting Referrals <bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org> 
Date: Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 9:35 AM 
Subject: Fwd: "Veromica" street light installation 
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
 
 
Greetings Jeff, 
 
Since the move, we've been receiving many inquiries and complaints regarding the
Vermonica Lights. Per Larna's request, I have forwarded and attached the latest
correspondence we've received.
 
If you have any questions about any other emails we've received, feel free to reply or
see me.
 
-QueJonne
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Mike Hume <mike@mikehume.com> 
Date: Sun, Nov 26, 2017 at 1:03 AM 
Subject: "Veromica" street light installation 
To: bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org 
 
 
Sending to correct email address, please see below.
 
Mike
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From: Mike Hume <mike@mikehume.com> 
Date: November 24, 2017 at 22:34:05 PST 
To: streetlighting@bsl.lacity.org 
Subject: "Veromica" street light installation 
 

Hi there,
 
I became aware earlier this week that the “Vermonica” street light installation
designed by Shiela Klein, which has been standing in a parking lot at the
intersection of Vermont and Santa Monica since 1993, has been removed.
 
I found out yesterday that the street light poles are being reinstalled in the
front lawn of the Bureau’s office a couple of blocks down the street.  I’ve
heard from a 3rd party - but cannot verify this for myself - that the owner of
the parking lot wants to reconfigure it and requested that the Bureau remove
the installation.  I’ve also seen confirmation that the artist who conceived
“Vermonica” knew nothing about the installation being moved...until hearing
about it randomly on Facebook.  You can read her statement
at http://www.esotouric.com/vermonica
 
Whereas I understand that if the owner of the parking lot wants the installation
gone it has to be moved, I’d respectfully suggest the Bureau underestimated
the depth of feeling in the community about “Vermonica".  A bunch of people
spent a few days over Thanksgiving fretting with Facebook messages about
“where has Vermonica gone”?  As you’ll see from the artist’s statement she’s
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disappointed not to have been contacted.  A number of people – I’ve asked
that they contact the Bureau directly with their concerns so you’re not just
taking my word for it – have pointed out the same thing the artist says: that
this wasn’t just a line of street light poles and the moving of them to the
Bureau’s front lawn, in a crescent shape, means it is not “Vermonica” any
more.
 
I’m wondering why this had to happen this way.  “Vermonica” wasn’t just a line
of street light poles, it was an conceived art installation.  And although I
realize it was only intended to be in place for 1 year, and the light poles are
the property of the Bureau, it’s a real shame the artist wasn’t contacted before
the move took place.  I gather she was willing to have helped look at options
for “Vermonica” needing to be moved, but things are now past that.
 
Regarding the new site for the street light poles, how was that chosen? 
There’s virtually no street parking and precious little pedestrian traffic passing
by.  People will not see the street light poles apart from driving past at
30mph.  That’s seems a lost opportunity to me.
 
So, whereas these street light poles are undoubtedly the Bureau’s to do with
what they like, and understanding that “Vermonica” was only intended to be
up for one year, it seems to me that there’s been a distinct underestimation of
the depth of feeling surrounding the changes the Bureau has made.  And it
seems it didn’t need to be that way.  As noted I’d also like to know the process
used for selecting a new location?  Or is this just temporary and a better
location will be chosen in time?
 
I’m sure there’s more to this so I’d invite your comments on the topic and look
forward to your reply.
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With best regards,
Mike Hume
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
--  
Norma Isahakian
Assistant Director
Bureau of Street Lighting

 
 
 
 
--  
Norma Isahakian
Assistant Director
Bureau of Street Lighting
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Fwd: OLD VERMONICA POST LOCATION 

1 message

Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> Fri, Nov 17, 2017 at 5:52 PM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>
Cc: Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org>

Please see the latest update for the Virmonica installation today. Part two.  
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: John Lizarraga <john.lizarraga@lacity.org> 
To: James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org>, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>, Johnny Gonzalez
<johnny.gonzalez@lacity.org>, Silvia Torres <Silvia.Torres@lacity.org>, Craig Chinn <craig.chinn@lacity.org>, Elliott Kowitz
<elliott.kowitz@lacity.org>, Jose Jaramillo <joe.jaramillo@lacity.org>, Steve Brinkerhoff <steve.brinkerhoff@lacity.org>, Jeffrey
Dunkle <Jeffrey.Dunkle@lacity.org>, Robert Gomez <Robert.Gomez@lacity.org>, Val Hernandez <val.hernandez@lacity.org> 
Subject: OLD VERMONICA POST LOCATION 
 

 11/17/17 O.T
 
The former VERMONICA post have been relocated to there new home at FOD. Santa Monica & Vermont parking lot has been
safety restored back to its former island condition with temporary asphalt in place of post and free of all dirt and debris.
 
Thanks,
John
 
 
--  
John Lizarraga
Street Lighting Electrician Supervisor I
PW/Bureau of Street Lighting
Field Operations/Co-Location
Office: 323-913-4729 
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Fax:    323-644-6235
john.lizarraga@lacity.org 
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Fwd: VIRMONICA PROJECT O.T 

2 messages

Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> Fri, Nov 17, 2017 at 5:50 PM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>
Cc: Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org>

Please see the latest update for the Virmonica installation today. Part one.  
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: John Lizarraga <john.lizarraga@lacity.org> 
To: James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org>, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>, Johnny Gonzalez
<johnny.gonzalez@lacity.org>, Steve Brinkerhoff <steve.brinkerhoff@lacity.org>, Silvia Torres <Silvia.Torres@lacity.org>, Craig
Chinn <craig.chinn@lacity.org>, Elliott Kowitz <elliott.kowitz@lacity.org>, Jose Jaramillo <joe.jaramillo@lacity.org>, Jeffrey
Dunkle <Jeffrey.Dunkle@lacity.org>, Robert Gomez <Robert.Gomez@lacity.org>, Val Hernandez <val.hernandez@lacity.org> 
Subject: VIRMONICA PROJECT O.T 
 

 O.T  11/17/17
 
 All the  " VERMONICA"   post have been removed and covered with temporary asphalt at the Santa Monica / Vermont former
location.
 
 All the new "VIRMONICA" post have been installed and bolted down at there new home at FOD.
 
 Glass wear,wiring,tree trimming and grouts will still have to be completed.
 
 Thanks,
 John
 
  
--  
John Lizarraga
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Street Lighting Electrician Supervisor I
PW/Bureau of Street Lighting
Field Operations/Co-Location
Office: 323-913-4729 
Fax:    323-644-6235
john.lizarraga@lacity.org Preview attachment 20171117_142225.jpeg
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1.1 MB
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Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org> Fri, Nov 17, 2017 at 6:05 PM
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>
Cc: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>
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Looks great 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Nov 17, 2017, at 5:50 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 
 

Please see the latest update for the Virmonica installation today. Part one.  
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: John Lizarraga <john.lizarraga@lacity.org> 
To: James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org>, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>, Johnny Gonzalez
<johnny.gonzalez@lacity.org>, Steve Brinkerhoff <steve.brinkerhoff@lacity.org>, Silvia Torres
<Silvia.Torres@lacity.org>, Craig Chinn <craig.chinn@lacity.org>, Elliott Kowitz <elliott.kowitz@lacity.org>, Jose
Jaramillo <joe.jaramillo@lacity.org>, Jeffrey Dunkle <Jeffrey.Dunkle@lacity.org>, Robert Gomez
<Robert.Gomez@lacity.org>, Val Hernandez <val.hernandez@lacity.org> 
Subject: VIRMONICA PROJECT O.T 
 

 O.T  11/17/17
 
 All the  " VERMONICA"   post have been removed and covered with temporary asphalt at the Santa Monica / Vermont
former location.
 
 All the new "VIRMONICA" post have been installed and bolted down at there new home at FOD.
 
 Glass wear,wiring,tree trimming and grouts will still have to be completed.
 
 Thanks,
 John
 
  
--  
John Lizarraga
Street Lighting Electrician Supervisor I
PW/Bureau of Street Lighting
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Field Operations/Co-Location
Office: 323-913-4729 
Fax:    323-644-6235
john.lizarraga@lacity.org Preview attachment 20171117_142225.jpeg

20171117_142225.jpeg
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Hobart 3-Globe Cast Iron Ornamental Pole 

4 messages

Ron Senger <ron.senger@lacity.org> Thu, Jun 7, 2018 at 10:56 AM
To: James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org>
Cc: Shant Hovasapian <shant.hovasapian@lacity.org>, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>, Tommy
Luong <tommy.luong@lacity.org>

Good Morning James,
 
You might have heard somebody is trying to get some historical information on the 3-Globe Hobart Special
Poles.
 I was told that these poles were installed at at the FOD front door until they were recently removed for the
Vermonica display installation.
 
 
I was able to find the original pole drawing (#27695) in our "O" Drive. I see that the poles were installed on
Hobart Blvd between Washington and Adams in 1916.
 
I am trying to find the original manufacturer. People have guessed that the pole was built by Llewellyn Iron
Works, but nobody is 100% sure.
 
If I sent Tommy Luong over to inspect the pole for foundry markings, could somebody make sure the pole and
base parts are accessible?
 
 
I hope that at some point we can consolidate our drawings. I know Jeff had some pretty impressive
collections.
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.
Thanks for your help.  
 
Ron
 
 
 
 
 
 

James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org> Fri, Jun 8, 2018 at 8:37 AM
To: Ron Senger <ron.senger@lacity.org>
Cc: Shant Hovasapian <shant.hovasapian@lacity.org>, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>, Tommy
Luong <tommy.luong@lacity.org>, Johnny Gonzalez <JOHNNY.GONZALEZ@lacity.org>

Good morning Ron,
 
They are still out front. We did not take them down and I remember Jeff mentioning that there are no
markings. Tommy can come by and take a look.
 
James
 
On Thu, Jun 7, 2018 at 10:56 AM, Ron Senger <ron.senger@lacity.org> wrote: 

Good Morning James,
 
You might have heard somebody is trying to get some historical information on the 3-Globe Hobart Special
Poles.
 I was told that these poles were installed at at the FOD front door until they were recently removed for the
Vermonica display installation.
 
 

mailto:ron.senger@lacity.org
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I was able to find the original pole drawing (#27695) in our "O" Drive. I see that the poles were installed on
Hobart Blvd between Washington and Adams in 1916.
 
I am trying to find the original manufacturer. People have guessed that the pole was built by Llewellyn Iron
Works, but nobody is 100% sure.
 
If I sent Tommy Luong over to inspect the pole for foundry markings, could somebody make sure the pole
and base parts are accessible?
 
 
I hope that at some point we can consolidate our drawings. I know Jeff had some pretty impressive
collections.
 
.
Thanks for your help.  
 
Ron
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
--  
James Masud     
Superintendent l, P/W Bureau of Street Lighting
Field Operations, Construction District
Office: 323-644-6219 
http://bsl.lacity.org 

 

http://bsl.lacity.org/
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Ron Senger <ron.senger@lacity.org> Fri, Jun 8, 2018 at 9:47 AM
To: James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org>
Cc: Shant Hovasapian <shant.hovasapian@lacity.org>, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>, Tommy
Luong <tommy.luong@lacity.org>, Johnny Gonzalez <JOHNNY.GONZALEZ@lacity.org>

Good morning James,
 
Thank you for the information. If there is no visible marker, I guess there is no point in sending Tommy over to
look for it.
 
I did find a newspaper article discussing a traffic fatality at the corner of Washington and Hobart in 1914. The
investigation resulted in the request for a light at the corner of Washington and Hobart. The Hobart 3-Globe
lighting is dated Sep 1916 and constructs these lights on Hobart from Washington to Adams.
 
https://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=LAH19141010.2.414&srpos=2&e=-------en--20-LAH-1--txt-txIN-
hobart+street+light+-------1
 
It seems like a good bet that the pole is from the Llewellyn Iron Works Co. because they were doing a good
share of these systems. However, I did read that the City was allowing a few of the systems to be constructed 
by community groups and turned over to the City. There is always the possibility that another foundry could
have been used.
 
Fun fact:
In 1905 the cost of a complete Llewellyn 5-Globe pole assembly was $100.
 
Best,
 
Ron
 

https://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=LAH19141010.2.414&srpos=2&e=-------en--20-LAH-1--txt-txIN-hobart+street+light+-------1
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On Fri, Jun 8, 2018 at 8:37 AM, James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org> wrote: 

Good morning Ron,
 
They are still out front. We did not take them down and I remember Jeff mentioning that there are no
markings. Tommy can come by and take a look.
 
James
 
On Thu, Jun 7, 2018 at 10:56 AM, Ron Senger <ron.senger@lacity.org> wrote: 

Good Morning James,
 
You might have heard somebody is trying to get some historical information on the 3-Globe Hobart
Special Poles.
 I was told that these poles were installed at at the FOD front door until they were recently removed for
the Vermonica display installation.
 
 
I was able to find the original pole drawing (#27695) in our "O" Drive. I see that the poles were installed
on Hobart Blvd between Washington and Adams in 1916.
 
I am trying to find the original manufacturer. People have guessed that the pole was built by Llewellyn Iron
Works, but nobody is 100% sure.
 
If I sent Tommy Luong over to inspect the pole for foundry markings, could somebody make sure the pole
and base parts are accessible?
 
 

mailto:james.masud@lacity.org
mailto:ron.senger@lacity.org
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I hope that at some point we can consolidate our drawings. I know Jeff had some pretty impressive
collections.
 
.
Thanks for your help.  
 
Ron
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
--  
James Masud     
Superintendent l, P/W Bureau of Street Lighting
Field Operations, Construction District
Office: 323-644-6219 
http://bsl.lacity.org 

 
 

 

Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Mon, Jun 11, 2018 at 9:37 AM
To: Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org>

 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Ron Senger <ron.senger@lacity.org> 

http://bsl.lacity.org/
mailto:ron.senger@lacity.org
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Date: Fri, Jun 8, 2018 at 9:47 AM 
Subject: Re: Hobart 3-Globe Cast Iron Ornamental Pole 
To: James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org> 
Cc: Shant Hovasapian <shant.hovasapian@lacity.org>, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>, Tommy
Luong <tommy.luong@lacity.org>, Johnny Gonzalez <JOHNNY.GONZALEZ@lacity.org> 
 
 
Good morning James,
 
Thank you for the information. If there is no visible marker, I guess there is no point in sending Tommy over to
look for it.
 
I did find a newspaper article discussing a traffic fatality at the corner of Washington and Hobart in 1914. The
investigation resulted in the request for a light at the corner of Washington and Hobart. The Hobart 3-Globe
lighting is dated Sep 1916 and constructs these lights on Hobart from Washington to Adams.
 
https://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=LAH19141010.2.414&srpos=2&e=-------en--20-LAH-1--txt-txIN-
hobart+street+light+-------1
 
It seems like a good bet that the pole is from the Llewellyn Iron Works Co. because they were doing a good
share of these systems. However, I did read that the City was allowing a few of the systems to be constructed 
by community groups and turned over to the City. There is always the possibility that another foundry could
have been used.
 
Fun fact:
In 1905 the cost of a complete Llewellyn 5-Globe pole assembly was $100.
 
Best,
 
Ron
 
 

mailto:james.masud@lacity.org
mailto:shant.hovasapian@lacity.org
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
mailto:tommy.luong@lacity.org
mailto:JOHNNY.GONZALEZ@lacity.org
https://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=LAH19141010.2.414&srpos=2&e=-------en--20-LAH-1--txt-txIN-hobart+street+light+-------1
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On Fri, Jun 8, 2018 at 8:37 AM, James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org> wrote: 

Good morning Ron,
 
They are still out front. We did not take them down and I remember Jeff mentioning that there are no
markings. Tommy can come by and take a look.
 
James
 
On Thu, Jun 7, 2018 at 10:56 AM, Ron Senger <ron.senger@lacity.org> wrote: 

Good Morning James,
 
You might have heard somebody is trying to get some historical information on the 3-Globe Hobart Special
Poles.
 I was told that these poles were installed at at the FOD front door until they were recently removed for the
Vermonica display installation.
 
 
I was able to find the original pole drawing (#27695) in our "O" Drive. I see that the poles were installed on
Hobart Blvd between Washington and Adams in 1916.
 
I am trying to find the original manufacturer. People have guessed that the pole was built by Llewellyn Iron
Works, but nobody is 100% sure.
 
If I sent Tommy Luong over to inspect the pole for foundry markings, could somebody make sure the pole
and base parts are accessible?
 
 
I hope that at some point we can consolidate our drawings. I know Jeff had some pretty impressive
collections.

mailto:james.masud@lacity.org
mailto:ron.senger@lacity.org
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.
Thanks for your help.  
 
Ron
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
--  
James Masud     
Superintendent l, P/W Bureau of Street Lighting
Field Operations, Construction District
Office: 323-644-6219 
http://bsl.lacity.org 

 
 

 
Here's all we have from Ron's research.
 
Did you want me to contact Glen Norman or let him speak to Ron?
 

From: Gnsitgh <gnsitgh@aol.com> 
Date: Mon, Jun 4, 2018 at 10:58 AM 
Subject: The Hobart Triples 
To: norma.isahakian@lacity.org 
Cc: imandelkern@lacma.org 
 
 

http://bsl.lacity.org/
mailto:gnsitgh@aol.com
mailto:norma.isahakian@lacity.org
mailto:imandelkern@lacma.org
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Hello, Norma!
 
Glen Norman here.  We met at the Urban Light 10th Anniversary celebration last February at the
LACMA.  I'm a street light historian, and assisted India Mandelkern with the preparation of the
publication "Chris Burden's Urban Light:  A Field Guide."  During our introduction, you offered to
connect us with the appropriate person at the LABSL if we had any questions regarding the (Los
Angeles) street lights that make up the Burden artwork. 
 
The "Field Guide" has been a brisk seller at the LACMA Museum Store, and a second printing is
planned.  We'd like to update the information on the "Hobart Triples" if we can.  Please see the attached
scan from the first edition of the guide.  There are four examples of the "Hobart Triple" outside of the
LABSL Field Operations building at 4550 Santa Monica Blvd. as well as the six examples at Urban
Light.  Would the Bureau have any additional information about these street lights to share?  Such as
confirmation that they are a product of Llewellyn Iron Works, and/or a model number or model name. 
Burden himself dubbed these as the "Llewellyn Hobart", and through our research we know that
Llewellyn often named their street lights after the streets upon which they were placed.  But we don't
have any definitive proof that these lights are indeed a Llewellyn product. 
 
So, any information you can provide about the "Hobart Triples" would be greatly appreciated.  If you
have a specific contact within the Bureau we should be talking to, please let us know!
 

Thank you again. 
 
Glen Norman 
 
(510) 490-7680  

 

 

https://maps.google.com/?q=4550+Santa+Monica+Blvd&entry=gmail&source=g
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica 

28 messages

Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM
To: "kerney.marine@lacity.org" <kerney.marine@lacity.org>
Cc: Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com>

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due to ADA
required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts closest to Staples where
there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you plan to remove the
posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just those two posts
sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 9:23 AM
To: Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>
Cc: Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com>

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?
We could take those two down pretty soon.
 
We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 
 
Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.
 
Thanks
 
Kerney R. Marine, Jr.
Senior Engineering Manager
Bureau of Street Lighting
City of Los Angeles
(213) 359-1953
 
On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote: 

Hi Kerney

 

mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due to ADA
required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts closest to Staples where
there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you plan to remove the
posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just those two posts
sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 9:28 AM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me know how soon you can

remove those two. 
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Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

https://maps.google.com/?q=433+N.+Camden+Drive,+Suite+820%0D+Beverly+Hills,+CA+90210&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=433+N.+Camden+Drive,+Suite+820%0D+Beverly+Hills,+CA+90210&entry=gmail&source=g
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles
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(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due to ADA
required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts closest to Staples where
there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you plan to remove the
posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just those two posts
sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn

 

 

 

mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 11:01 AM
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

How soon can u remove the 1st 2 poles? 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> 
Date: October 18, 2017 at 9:28:16 AM PDT 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> 
Subject: RE: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica 
 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me know how

soon you can remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

mailto:jweinstein@nsbinc.com
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due to
ADA required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts closest to
Staples where there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you
plan to remove the posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to
remove just those two posts sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn

 

 

 

Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 11:28 AM
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>
Cc: Johnny Gonzalez <johnny.gonzalez@lacity.org>, James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org>

I'll let them know.
Apparently, you can leave the foundations. 
 
Sent from my iPhone
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On Oct 18, 2017, at 11:21 AM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 
 

Hello Kerney,
 
We can remove them and their corresponding circuitry before the weekend.
 
 
Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 11:01 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

How soon can u remove the 1st 2 poles? 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> 
Date: October 18, 2017 at 9:28:16 AM PDT 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>, Glenn Freeman
<gfreeman@nsbinc.com> 
Subject: RE: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica 
 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let

me know how soon you can remove those two. 

mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
mailto:jweinstein@nsbinc.com
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

https://maps.google.com/?q=433+N.+Camden+Drive,+Suite+820%0D+Beverly+Hills,+CA+90210&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=433+N.+Camden+Drive,+Suite+820%0D+Beverly+Hills,+CA+90210&entry=gmail&source=g
tel:(310)%20550-1570
tel:(310)%20550-1826
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From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>
wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought
due to ADA required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two
lampposts closest to Staples where there will be a new path of travel.  So, it
would be helpful to know when you plan to remove the posts and if it is not
happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just those two posts
sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn

 

tel:(213)%20359-1953
mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 11:33 AM
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>
Cc: Johnny Gonzalez <johnny.gonzalez@lacity.org>, James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org>

Before I do, just confirming that you will remove them this week . . . ? 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 18, 2017, at 11:28 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 
 

I'll let them know.
Apparently, you can leave the foundations. 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 18, 2017, at 11:21 AM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 
 

Hello Kerney,
 
We can remove them and their corresponding circuitry before the weekend.
 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 11:01 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>
wrote: 

How soon can u remove the 1st 2 poles? 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> 
Date: October 18, 2017 at 9:28:16 AM PDT 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>, Glenn Freeman
<gfreeman@nsbinc.com> 
Subject: RE: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica 
 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of

those two.  Let me know how soon you can remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica
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 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

tel:(213)%20359-1953
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On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman
<gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I
thought due to ADA required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves
the two lampposts closest to Staples where there will be a new path of
travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you plan to remove the
posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to
remove just those two posts sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn

 

 

 

 

mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 1:04 PM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>
Cc: Johnny Gonzalez <johnny.gonzalez@lacity.org>, James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org>

Hello Kerney,
 
Yes, we can remove the two poles before this weekend.
 
 
Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 11:33 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Before I do, just confirming that you will remove them this week . . . ? 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 18, 2017, at 11:28 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 
 

I'll let them know.
Apparently, you can leave the foundations. 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 18, 2017, at 11:21 AM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 
 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Hello Kerney,
 
We can remove them and their corresponding circuitry before the weekend.
 
 
Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 11:01 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>
wrote: 

How soon can u remove the 1st 2 poles? 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> 
Date: October 18, 2017 at 9:28:16 AM PDT 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>, Glenn Freeman
<gfreeman@nsbinc.com> 
Subject: RE: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica 
 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of

those two.  Let me know how soon you can remove those two. 

 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
mailto:jweinstein@nsbinc.com
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Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

https://maps.google.com/?q=433+N.+Camden+Drive,+Suite+820%0D+Beverly+Hills,+CA+90210&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=433+N.+Camden+Drive,+Suite+820%0D+Beverly+Hills,+CA+90210&entry=gmail&source=g
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Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the
foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles
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(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman
<gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts
than I thought due to ADA required work at the Center. Specifically, it
involves the two lampposts closest to Staples where there will be a
new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you plan to
remove the posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it
possible to remove just those two posts sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn

 

 

tel:(213)%20359-1953
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 1:35 PM
To: Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com>
Cc: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

We'll have the first two poles removed by this weekend.
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 18, 2017, at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote: 
 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me know how

soon you can remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

mailto:jweinstein@nsbinc.com
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Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due to
ADA required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts closest to
Staples where there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you
plan to remove the posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to
remove just those two posts sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn

 

 

 

Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 2:13 PM
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

Great!
 
Spoke to Norma.
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Can the foundations be done the weekend of 11/18 & 11/19 with the poles relocated the weekend
of 12/2 & 12/3?
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 12:48 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

Hello Kerney,
 
The two northernmost were removed this morning.
 
 
Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 1:35 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

We'll have the first two poles removed by this weekend.
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 18, 2017, at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote: 
 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me know

how soon you can remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
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Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica
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 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

tel:(213)%20359-1953
mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due
to ADA required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts closest
to Staples where there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know
when you plan to remove the posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it
possible to remove just those two posts sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn

 

 

 

 
 

Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 2:55 PM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>
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As long as we have some direction or plans available, we should be able to accomplish this
request, provided there are no or few obstructions, etc.
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 2:13 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Great!
 
Spoke to Norma.
 
Can the foundations be done the weekend of 11/18 & 11/19 with the poles relocated the weekend
of 12/2 & 12/3?
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 12:48 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

Hello Kerney,
 
The two northernmost were removed this morning.
 
 
Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 1:35 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

We'll have the first two poles removed by this weekend.
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 18, 2017, at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote: 
 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me

know how soon you can remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826
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From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due
to ADA required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts
closest to Staples where there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to
know when you plan to remove the posts and if it is not happening in the next few
weeks is it possible to remove just those two posts sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn

 

tel:(213)%20359-1953
mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 3:34 PM
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

We're working on the plan . .  should be good by then
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 2:55 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

As long as we have some direction or plans available, we should be able to accomplish this
request, provided there are no or few obstructions, etc.
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 2:13 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Great!
 
Spoke to Norma.
 
Can the foundations be done the weekend of 11/18 & 11/19 with the poles relocated the
weekend of 12/2 & 12/3?
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 12:48 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

Hello Kerney,
 
The two northernmost were removed this morning.
 

mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
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Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 1:35 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

We'll have the first two poles removed by this weekend.
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 18, 2017, at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote: 
 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me

know how soon you can remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

https://maps.google.com/?q=433+N.+Camden+Drive,+Suite+820%0D+Beverly+Hills,+CA+90210&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=433+N.+Camden+Drive,+Suite+820%0D+Beverly+Hills,+CA+90210&entry=gmail&source=g
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Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>
wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought
due to ADA required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts

tel:(213)%20359-1953
mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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closest to Staples where there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful
to know when you plan to remove the posts and if it is not happening in the next
few weeks is it possible to remove just those two posts sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Mon, Oct 23, 2017 at 11:20 AM
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

Left you a vm.
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Once we get you the plans, could you do the foundations the weekend of 11/4 & 11/5 and then
relocate either the following weekend or 11/18 & 11/19?
 
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 2:55 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

As long as we have some direction or plans available, we should be able to accomplish this
request, provided there are no or few obstructions, etc.
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 2:13 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Great!
 
Spoke to Norma.
 
Can the foundations be done the weekend of 11/18 & 11/19 with the poles relocated the
weekend of 12/2 & 12/3?
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 12:48 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

Hello Kerney,
 
The two northernmost were removed this morning.
 
 
Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 1:35 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

We'll have the first two poles removed by this weekend.

mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
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Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 18, 2017, at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote: 
 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me

know how soon you can remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

mailto:jweinstein@nsbinc.com
https://maps.google.com/?q=433+N.+Camden+Drive,+Suite+820%0D+Beverly+Hills,+CA+90210&entry=gmail&source=g
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Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

tel:(310)%20550-1826
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>
wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought
due to ADA required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts
closest to Staples where there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful
to know when you plan to remove the posts and if it is not happening in the next
few weeks is it possible to remove just those two posts sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

tel:(213)%20359-1953
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Thank you

Glenn

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> Mon, Oct 23, 2017 at 12:42 PM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Hello Kerney,
 
I believe that we had worked two or three weekends in Spring 1993 and we did not do any of the
foundation work.  We will make it work over the three weekends in November before the holidays.
 
 
Thanks,
Jeff
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On Mon, Oct 23, 2017 at 11:20 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 
Left you a vm.
 
Once we get you the plans, could you do the foundations the weekend of 11/4 & 11/5 and then
relocate either the following weekend or 11/18 & 11/19?
 
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 2:55 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

As long as we have some direction or plans available, we should be able to accomplish this
request, provided there are no or few obstructions, etc.
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 2:13 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Great!
 
Spoke to Norma.
 
Can the foundations be done the weekend of 11/18 & 11/19 with the poles relocated the
weekend of 12/2 & 12/3?
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 12:48 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

Hello Kerney,
 
The two northernmost were removed this morning.
 
 
Thanks,
Jeff
 
 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 1:35 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 
We'll have the first two poles removed by this weekend.
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 18, 2017, at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote: 
 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let

me know how soon you can remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

tel:(310)%20550-1570
tel:(310)%20550-1826
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Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>
wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought
due to ADA required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two
lampposts closest to Staples where there will be a new path of travel.  So, it
would be helpful to know when you plan to remove the posts and if it is not
happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just those two posts
sooner than later?

 

tel:(213)%20359-1953
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I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Mon, Oct 23, 2017 at 2:54 PM
To: Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org>

fyi
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
Date: Mon, Oct 23, 2017 at 12:42 PM 
Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
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Hello Kerney,
 
I believe that we had worked two or three weekends in Spring 1993 and we did not do any of the
foundation work.  We will make it work over the three weekends in November before the holidays.
 
 
Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Mon, Oct 23, 2017 at 11:20 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Left you a vm.
 
Once we get you the plans, could you do the foundations the weekend of 11/4 & 11/5 and then
relocate either the following weekend or 11/18 & 11/19?
 
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 2:55 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

As long as we have some direction or plans available, we should be able to accomplish this
request, provided there are no or few obstructions, etc.
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 2:13 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Great!
 
Spoke to Norma.
 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Can the foundations be done the weekend of 11/18 & 11/19 with the poles relocated the
weekend of 12/2 & 12/3?
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 12:48 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

Hello Kerney,
 
The two northernmost were removed this morning.
 
 
Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 1:35 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

We'll have the first two poles removed by this weekend.
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 18, 2017, at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote: 
 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let

me know how soon you can remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
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Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica
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 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

tel:(213)%20359-1953
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On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>
wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought
due to ADA required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two
lampposts closest to Staples where there will be a new path of travel.  So, it
would be helpful to know when you plan to remove the posts and if it is not
happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just those two posts
sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn

 

 

 

 

mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> Thu, Nov 2, 2017 at 3:41 PM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Hello Kerney,
 
Please see the attached matrix for anchor bolts, foundation specs, etc. as requested.
 
 
Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Mon, Oct 23, 2017 at 11:20 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Left you a vm.
 
Once we get you the plans, could you do the foundations the weekend of 11/4 & 11/5 and then
relocate either the following weekend or 11/18 & 11/19?
 
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 2:55 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

As long as we have some direction or plans available, we should be able to accomplish this
request, provided there are no or few obstructions, etc.
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On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 2:13 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 
Great!
 
Spoke to Norma.
 
Can the foundations be done the weekend of 11/18 & 11/19 with the poles relocated the
weekend of 12/2 & 12/3?
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 12:48 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

Hello Kerney,
 
The two northernmost were removed this morning.
 
 
Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 1:35 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

We'll have the first two poles removed by this weekend.
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 18, 2017, at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote: 
 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let

me know how soon you can remove those two. 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826
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From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>
wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought
due to ADA required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two
lampposts closest to Staples where there will be a new path of travel.  So, it
would be helpful to know when you plan to remove the posts and if it is not
happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just those two posts
sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn
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Vermonica Relocation to FOD (Virmonica).xlsx 
14K

Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Thu, Nov 2, 2017 at 3:56 PM
To: Victor Turcios <victor.turcios@lacity.org>, gerardo.reyes@lacity.org

FYI
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
Date: Thu, Nov 2, 2017 at 3:41 PM 
Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
 
 
Hello Kerney,
 
Please see the attached matrix for anchor bolts, foundation specs, etc. as requested.
 
 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=b9c6cc8f1e&view=att&th=15f7ee6900d7e49a&attid=0.1&disp=attd&realattid=f_j9j158g30&safe=1&zw
mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
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Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Mon, Oct 23, 2017 at 11:20 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Left you a vm.
 
Once we get you the plans, could you do the foundations the weekend of 11/4 & 11/5 and then
relocate either the following weekend or 11/18 & 11/19?
 
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 2:55 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

As long as we have some direction or plans available, we should be able to accomplish this
request, provided there are no or few obstructions, etc.
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 2:13 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Great!
 
Spoke to Norma.
 
Can the foundations be done the weekend of 11/18 & 11/19 with the poles relocated the
weekend of 12/2 & 12/3?
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 12:48 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

Hello Kerney,
 
The two northernmost were removed this morning.
 
 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 1:35 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

We'll have the first two poles removed by this weekend.
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 18, 2017, at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote: 
 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let

me know how soon you can remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
mailto:jweinstein@nsbinc.com
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Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

https://maps.google.com/?q=433+N.+Camden+Drive,+Suite+820%0D+Beverly+Hills,+CA+90210&entry=gmail&source=g
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Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>
wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought
due to ADA required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two
lampposts closest to Staples where there will be a new path of travel.  So, it
would be helpful to know when you plan to remove the posts and if it is not

tel:(213)%20359-1953
mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just those two posts
sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Thu, Nov 2, 2017 at 4:16 PM
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>
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thanks
 
 
On Thu, Nov 2, 2017 at 3:41 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

Hello Kerney,
 
Please see the attached matrix for anchor bolts, foundation specs, etc. as requested.
 
 
Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Mon, Oct 23, 2017 at 11:20 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Left you a vm.
 
Once we get you the plans, could you do the foundations the weekend of 11/4 & 11/5 and then
relocate either the following weekend or 11/18 & 11/19?
 
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 2:55 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

As long as we have some direction or plans available, we should be able to accomplish this
request, provided there are no or few obstructions, etc.
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 2:13 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Great!
 
Spoke to Norma.
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Can the foundations be done the weekend of 11/18 & 11/19 with the poles relocated the
weekend of 12/2 & 12/3?
 
On Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 12:48 PM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 

Hello Kerney,
 
The two northernmost were removed this morning.
 
 
Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 1:35 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

We'll have the first two poles removed by this weekend.
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 18, 2017, at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote: 
 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two. 

Let me know how soon you can remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
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Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

https://maps.google.com/?q=433+N.+Camden+Drive,+Suite+820%0D+Beverly+Hills,+CA+90210&entry=gmail&source=g
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 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

tel:(213)%20359-1953
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On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>
wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I
thought due to ADA required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the
two lampposts closest to Staples where there will be a new path of travel. 
So, it would be helpful to know when you plan to remove the posts and if it is
not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just those two
posts sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn

 

 

 

 

mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 11:14 AM
To: Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com>, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>
Cc: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

Hi Glenn, Jeremy,
 
Glenn, I just left you a vm.
Our crews plan on removing all of the poles from the Vermonica site this Friday, November 17,
2017.
 
They will mobilize predawn and should have all poles removed before noon.
 
Let me know if you have any concerns with this, asap.
 
Thanks
 
Kerney R. Marine, Jr.
Senior Engineering Manager
Bureau of Street Lighting
City of Los Angeles
(213) 847-1484
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On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote: 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me know how soon you can

remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826
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From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due to ADA
required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts closest to Staples where
there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you plan to remove the
posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just those two posts
sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn

tel:(213)%20359-1953
mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:16 PM
To: Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com>, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>
Cc: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

Jeff,
 
Spoke to Jeremy Weinstein about Friday.
 
Few questions.
 
What time will you actually start removing poles?
What will be left? (cut anchors flush & fill in the holes?)
Where does the existing power for the system come from?
Has this been paid by the private property owner?
 
Thanks
 
On Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 11:14 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Hi Glenn, Jeremy,
 
Glenn, I just left you a vm.

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Our crews plan on removing all of the poles from the Vermonica site this Friday, November 17,
2017.
 
They will mobilize predawn and should have all poles removed before noon.
 
Let me know if you have any concerns with this, asap.
 
Thanks
 
Kerney R. Marine, Jr.
Senior Engineering Manager
Bureau of Street Lighting
City of Los Angeles
(213) 847-1484
 
 
On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote: 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me know how soon you

can remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

tel:(213)%20847-1484
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Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.
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We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

tel:(213)%20359-1953
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Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due to ADA
required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts closest to Staples where
there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you plan to remove the
posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just those two
posts sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn

 

 

 

 
 

Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:19 PM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Thanks Kerney,
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Glenn

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, November 14, 2017 3:17 PM 

To: Jeremy Weinstein; Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeff Ziliotto 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

Jeff,

 

Spoke to Jeremy Weinstein about Friday.

 

Few questions.

 

What time will you actually start removing poles?

What will be left? (cut anchors flush & fill in the holes?)

Where does the existing power for the system come from?

Has this been paid by the private property owner?

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Thanks

 

On Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 11:14 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote:

Hi Glenn, Jeremy,

 

Glenn, I just left you a vm.

Our crews plan on removing all of the poles from the Vermonica site this Friday, November 17,
2017.

 

They will mobilize predawn and should have all poles removed before noon.

 

Let me know if you have any concerns with this, asap.

 

Thanks

 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 847-1484

 

 

On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote:

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me know how soon you can

remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

tel:(213)%20847-1484
mailto:jweinstein@nsbinc.com
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Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.
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We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

Hi Kerney
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Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due to ADA
required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts closest to Staples where
there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you plan to remove the
posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just those two posts
sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn

 

 

 

 

 

Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:25 PM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>
Cc: Johnny Gonzalez <johnny.gonzalez@lacity.org>, James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org>
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Hello Kerney,
 
1.  What time will you actually start removing poles?  -  We will start breaking out the grouts
approximately 7:15 a.m. and removing the center large poles right after that.
 
2.  What will be left? (cut anchors flush & fill in the holes?)   -   We will have the bolts cut off or
torched off, except for the location where the power is fed to where we will bolt down a
cone.
 
3.  Where does the existing power for the system come from?   -   A breaker panel in the
common area where the other panels are located.  It has the Inter-matic switch.
 
4.  Has this been paid by the private property owner?   -   Unknown.
 
 
Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:16 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Jeff,
 
Spoke to Jeremy Weinstein about Friday.
 
Few questions.
 
What time will you actually start removing poles?
What will be left? (cut anchors flush & fill in the holes?)
Where does the existing power for the system come from?
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Has this been paid by the private property owner?
 
Thanks
 
On Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 11:14 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Hi Glenn, Jeremy,
 
Glenn, I just left you a vm.
Our crews plan on removing all of the poles from the Vermonica site this Friday, November 17,
2017.
 
They will mobilize predawn and should have all poles removed before noon.
 
Let me know if you have any concerns with this, asap.
 
Thanks
 
Kerney R. Marine, Jr.
Senior Engineering Manager
Bureau of Street Lighting
City of Los Angeles
(213) 847-1484
 
 
On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote: 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me know how soon

you can remove those two. 
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Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826
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From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting
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City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due to ADA
required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts closest to Staples
where there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you plan to
remove the posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just
those two posts sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:38 PM
To: Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com>, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>, Jeff
Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

Jeremy,
 
See below.
 
Once the poles are removed, there will be holes/trench at each location.
Let us know if your contractor will take care of this or if you'd like asphalt or other material poured
into the holes.
thanks
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
Date: Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:25 PM 
Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
Cc: Johnny Gonzalez <johnny.gonzalez@lacity.org>, James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org> 
 
 
Hello Kerney,
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1.  What time will you actually start removing poles?  -  We will start breaking out the grouts
approximately 7:15 a.m. and removing the center large poles right after that.
 
2.  What will be left? (cut anchors flush & fill in the holes?)   -   We will have the bolts cut off or
torched off, except for the location where the power is fed to where we will bolt down a
cone.
 
3.  Where does the existing power for the system come from?   -   A breaker panel in the
common area where the other panels are located.  It has the Inter-matic switch.
 
4.  Has this been paid by the private property owner?   -   Unknown.
 
 
Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:16 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Jeff,
 
Spoke to Jeremy Weinstein about Friday.
 
Few questions.
 
What time will you actually start removing poles?
What will be left? (cut anchors flush & fill in the holes?)
Where does the existing power for the system come from?
Has this been paid by the private property owner?
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Thanks
 
On Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 11:14 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Hi Glenn, Jeremy,
 
Glenn, I just left you a vm.
Our crews plan on removing all of the poles from the Vermonica site this Friday, November 17,
2017.
 
They will mobilize predawn and should have all poles removed before noon.
 
Let me know if you have any concerns with this, asap.
 
Thanks
 
Kerney R. Marine, Jr.
Senior Engineering Manager
Bureau of Street Lighting
City of Los Angeles
(213) 847-1484
 
 
On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote: 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me know how soon

you can remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  
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Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica
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 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953
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On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due to ADA
required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts closest to Staples
where there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you plan to
remove the posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just
those two posts sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn
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Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:41 PM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>, Jeff
Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

Thanks!  I will get back to you about the condi�on I would like you to leave it. 

 

Jeremy

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, November 14, 2017 3:38 PM 

To: Jeremy Weinstein; Glenn Freeman; Jeff Ziliotto 

Subject: Fwd: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

Jeremy,

 

See below.

 

Once the poles are removed, there will be holes/trench at each location.
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Let us know if your contractor will take care of this or if you'd like asphalt or other material poured
into the holes.

thanks

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
Date: Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:25 PM 
Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
Cc: Johnny Gonzalez <johnny.gonzalez@lacity.org>, James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org> 
 

Hello Kerney,

 

1.  What time will you actually start removing poles?  -  We will start breaking out the grouts
approximately 7:15 a.m. and removing the center large poles right after that.

 

2.  What will be left? (cut anchors flush & fill in the holes?)   -   We will have the bolts cut off or
torched off, except for the location where the power is fed to where we will bolt down a
cone.
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3.  Where does the existing power for the system come from?   -   A breaker panel in the
common area where the other panels are located.  It has the Inter-matic switch.

 

4.  Has this been paid by the private property owner?   -   Unknown.

 

 

Thanks,

Jeff

 

 

On Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:16 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote:

Jeff,

 

Spoke to Jeremy Weinstein about Friday.

 

Few questions.
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What time will you actually start removing poles?

What will be left? (cut anchors flush & fill in the holes?)

Where does the existing power for the system come from?

Has this been paid by the private property owner?

 

Thanks

 

On Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 11:14 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote:

Hi Glenn, Jeremy,

 

Glenn, I just left you a vm.

Our crews plan on removing all of the poles from the Vermonica site this Friday, November 17,
2017.

 

They will mobilize predawn and should have all poles removed before noon.
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Let me know if you have any concerns with this, asap.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 847-1484

 

 

On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote:

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me know how soon you can

remove those two. 
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Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 
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Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles
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(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due to ADA
required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts closest to Staples where
there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you plan to remove the
posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just those two posts
sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn
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Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> Wed, Nov 15, 2017 at 3:37 PM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>, Jeff
Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

We would really appreciate if you can fill the areas with Asphalt a�er you remove the light posts. 

 

Thank you!

 

Jeremy

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, November 14, 2017 3:38 PM 

To: Jeremy Weinstein; Glenn Freeman; Jeff Ziliotto 

Subject: Fwd: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica
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Jeremy,

 

See below.

 

Once the poles are removed, there will be holes/trench at each location.

Let us know if your contractor will take care of this or if you'd like asphalt or other material poured
into the holes.

thanks

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
Date: Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:25 PM 
Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
Cc: Johnny Gonzalez <johnny.gonzalez@lacity.org>, James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org> 
 

Hello Kerney,
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1.  What time will you actually start removing poles?  -  We will start breaking out the grouts
approximately 7:15 a.m. and removing the center large poles right after that.

 

2.  What will be left? (cut anchors flush & fill in the holes?)   -   We will have the bolts cut off or
torched off, except for the location where the power is fed to where we will bolt down a
cone.

 

3.  Where does the existing power for the system come from?   -   A breaker panel in the
common area where the other panels are located.  It has the Inter-matic switch.

 

4.  Has this been paid by the private property owner?   -   Unknown.

 

 

Thanks,

Jeff

 

 

On Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:16 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote:

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Jeff,

 

Spoke to Jeremy Weinstein about Friday.

 

Few questions.

 

What time will you actually start removing poles?

What will be left? (cut anchors flush & fill in the holes?)

Where does the existing power for the system come from?

Has this been paid by the private property owner?

 

Thanks

 

On Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 11:14 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote:

Hi Glenn, Jeremy,

 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Glenn, I just left you a vm.

Our crews plan on removing all of the poles from the Vermonica site this Friday, November 17,
2017.

 

They will mobilize predawn and should have all poles removed before noon.

 

Let me know if you have any concerns with this, asap.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 847-1484

 

tel:(213)%20847-1484
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On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote:

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me know how soon you can

remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

mailto:jweinstein@nsbinc.com
https://maps.google.com/?q=433+N.+Camden+Drive,+Suite+820%0D+Beverly+Hills,+CA+90210&entry=gmail&source=g
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From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due to ADA
required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts closest to Staples where
there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you plan to remove the
posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just those two posts
sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

tel:(213)%20359-1953
mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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Glenn

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Thu, Nov 16, 2017 at 10:39 AM
To: Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com>
Cc: Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

No problem.
 
We'll fill with soil & a top layer of asphalt.
 
On Wed, Nov 15, 2017 at 3:37 PM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote: 

We would really appreciate if you can fill the areas with Asphalt a�er you remove the light posts. 
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Thank you!

 

Jeremy

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, November 14, 2017 3:38 PM 

To: Jeremy Weinstein; Glenn Freeman; Jeff Ziliotto 

Subject: Fwd: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

Jeremy,

 

See below.

 

Once the poles are removed, there will be holes/trench at each location.

Let us know if your contractor will take care of this or if you'd like asphalt or other material poured
into the holes.

thanks

 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
Date: Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:25 PM 
Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
Cc: Johnny Gonzalez <johnny.gonzalez@lacity.org>, James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org> 
 

Hello Kerney,

 

1.  What time will you actually start removing poles?  -  We will start breaking out the grouts
approximately 7:15 a.m. and removing the center large poles right after that.

 

2.  What will be left? (cut anchors flush & fill in the holes?)   -   We will have the bolts cut off or
torched off, except for the location where the power is fed to where we will bolt down a
cone.

 

3.  Where does the existing power for the system come from?   -   A breaker panel in the
common area where the other panels are located.  It has the Inter-matic switch.

 

4.  Has this been paid by the private property owner?   -   Unknown.

 

mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
mailto:johnny.gonzalez@lacity.org
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Thanks,

Jeff

 

 

On Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:16 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote:

Jeff,

 

Spoke to Jeremy Weinstein about Friday.

 

Few questions.

 

What time will you actually start removing poles?

What will be left? (cut anchors flush & fill in the holes?)

Where does the existing power for the system come from?

Has this been paid by the private property owner?

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Thanks

 

On Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 11:14 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote:

Hi Glenn, Jeremy,

 

Glenn, I just left you a vm.

Our crews plan on removing all of the poles from the Vermonica site this Friday, November 17,
2017.

 

They will mobilize predawn and should have all poles removed before noon.

 

Let me know if you have any concerns with this, asap.

 

Thanks

 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 847-1484

 

 

On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote:

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me know how soon you can

remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

tel:(213)%20847-1484
mailto:jweinstein@nsbinc.com
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Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

https://maps.google.com/?q=433+N.+Camden+Drive,+Suite+820%0D+Beverly+Hills,+CA+90210&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=433+N.+Camden+Drive,+Suite+820%0D+Beverly+Hills,+CA+90210&entry=gmail&source=g
tel:(310)%20550-1570
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We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

tel:(213)%20359-1953
mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due to ADA
required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts closest to Staples where
there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you plan to remove the
posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just those two posts
sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn
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Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> Thu, Nov 16, 2017 at 11:28 AM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>
Cc: Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

Thank you so much!

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Thursday, November 16, 2017 10:40 AM 

To: Jeremy Weinstein 

Cc: Glenn Freeman; Jeff Ziliotto 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

No problem.

 

We'll fill with soil & a top layer of asphalt.

 

On Wed, Nov 15, 2017 at 3:37 PM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote:

We would really appreciate if you can fill the areas with Asphalt a�er you remove the light posts. 
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Thank you!

 

Jeremy

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, November 14, 2017 3:38 PM 

To: Jeremy Weinstein; Glenn Freeman; Jeff Ziliotto 

Subject: Fwd: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

Jeremy,

 

See below.

 

Once the poles are removed, there will be holes/trench at each location.

Let us know if your contractor will take care of this or if you'd like asphalt or other material poured
into the holes.

thanks

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
Date: Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:25 PM 
Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
Cc: Johnny Gonzalez <johnny.gonzalez@lacity.org>, James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org>

Hello Kerney,

 

1.  What time will you actually start removing poles?  -  We will start breaking out the grouts
approximately 7:15 a.m. and removing the center large poles right after that.

 

2.  What will be left? (cut anchors flush & fill in the holes?)   -   We will have the bolts cut off or
torched off, except for the location where the power is fed to where we will bolt down a
cone.

 

3.  Where does the existing power for the system come from?   -   A breaker panel in the
common area where the other panels are located.  It has the Inter-matic switch.

 

4.  Has this been paid by the private property owner?   -   Unknown.

mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Thanks,

Jeff

 

 

On Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:16 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote:

Jeff,

 

Spoke to Jeremy Weinstein about Friday.

 

Few questions.

 

What time will you actually start removing poles?

What will be left? (cut anchors flush & fill in the holes?)

Where does the existing power for the system come from?

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Has this been paid by the private property owner?

 

Thanks

 

On Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 11:14 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote:

Hi Glenn, Jeremy,

 

Glenn, I just left you a vm.

Our crews plan on removing all of the poles from the Vermonica site this Friday, November 17,
2017.

 

They will mobilize predawn and should have all poles removed before noon.

 

Let me know if you have any concerns with this, asap.

 

Thanks

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 847-1484

 

 

On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote:

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me know how soon you can

remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

tel:(213)%20847-1484
mailto:jweinstein@nsbinc.com
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Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.
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We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

tel:(213)%20359-1953
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Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due to ADA
required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts closest to Staples where
there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you plan to remove the
posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to remove just those two posts
sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Wed, Nov 29, 2017 at 1:01 PM
To: NORMA ISAHAKIAN <NORMA.ISAHAKIAN@lacity.org>

 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> 
Date: November 16, 2017 at 11:28:53 AM PST 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
Cc: Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com>, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
Subject: RE: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica 
 

Thank you so much!

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Thursday, November 16, 2017 10:40 AM 

To: Jeremy Weinstein 

Cc: Glenn Freeman; Jeff Ziliotto 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

mailto:jweinstein@nsbinc.com
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No problem.

 

We'll fill with soil & a top layer of asphalt.

 

On Wed, Nov 15, 2017 at 3:37 PM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote:

We would really appreciate if you can fill the areas with Asphalt a�er you remove the light posts. 

 

Thank you!

 

Jeremy

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, November 14, 2017 3:38 PM 

To: Jeremy Weinstein; Glenn Freeman; Jeff Ziliotto 

Subject: Fwd: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica
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Jeremy,

 

See below.

 

Once the poles are removed, there will be holes/trench at each location.

Let us know if your contractor will take care of this or if you'd like asphalt or other material
poured into the holes.

thanks

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
Date: Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:25 PM 
Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
Cc: Johnny Gonzalez <johnny.gonzalez@lacity.org>, James Masud
<james.masud@lacity.org>

Hello Kerney,

 

1.  What time will you actually start removing poles?  -  We will start breaking out the
grouts approximately 7:15 a.m. and removing the center large poles right after that.

mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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2.  What will be left? (cut anchors flush & fill in the holes?)   -   We will have the bolts cut
off or torched off, except for the location where the power is fed to where we will
bolt down a cone.

 

3.  Where does the existing power for the system come from?   -   A breaker panel in the
common area where the other panels are located.  It has the Inter-matic switch.

 

4.  Has this been paid by the private property owner?   -   Unknown.

 

 

Thanks,

Jeff

 

 

On Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:16 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote:

Jeff,

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Spoke to Jeremy Weinstein about Friday.

 

Few questions.

 

What time will you actually start removing poles?

What will be left? (cut anchors flush & fill in the holes?)

Where does the existing power for the system come from?

Has this been paid by the private property owner?

 

Thanks

 

On Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 11:14 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote:

Hi Glenn, Jeremy,

 

Glenn, I just left you a vm.

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Our crews plan on removing all of the poles from the Vermonica site this Friday, November
17, 2017.

 

They will mobilize predawn and should have all poles removed before noon.

 

Let me know if you have any concerns with this, asap.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 847-1484

 

 

tel:(213)%20847-1484
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On Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote:

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me know how

soon you can remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

mailto:jweinstein@nsbinc.com
https://maps.google.com/?q=433+N.+Camden+Drive,+Suite+820%0D+Beverly+Hills,+CA+90210&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=433+N.+Camden+Drive,+Suite+820%0D+Beverly+Hills,+CA+90210&entry=gmail&source=g
tel:(310)%20550-1570
tel:(310)%20550-1826
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From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

 

Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due to
ADA required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts closest to
Staples where there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you
plan to remove the posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to
remove just those two posts sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

Thank you

Glenn

tel:(213)%20359-1953
mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Wed, Nov 29, 2017 at 3:15 PM
To: Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org>

 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
Date: Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 1:35 PM 
Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica 
To: Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> 
Cc: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
 
 
We'll have the first two poles removed by this weekend.

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
mailto:jweinstein@nsbinc.com
mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
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Sent from my iPhone
 
On Oct 18, 2017, at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Weinstein <jweinstein@nsbinc.com> wrote: 
 

If you can remove the two light posts closest to the Staples front door soon, we can address the founda�ons of those two.  Let me know how

soon you can remove those two. 

 

Then, we can coordinate the removal of the balance of the light posts before Christmas.  

 

 

 

Jeremy Weinstein

Westport Realty Inc.

433 N. Camden Drive, Suite 820

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

 

Tel – (310) 550-1570 x 230

mailto:jweinstein@nsbinc.com
tel:(310)%20550-1570
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Fax – (310) 550-1826

 

 

 

From: Kerney Marine [mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 9:24 AM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Jeremy Weinstein 

Subject: Re: Lamposts/Santa Monica-Vermont/ Vermonica

 

 Do you need us to just remove the lamp post and not the foundations?

We could take those two down pretty soon.

 

We're planning to get the others out before Christmas. 

 

Let me know when you'd like the 1st two out.

 

Thanks

tel:(310)%20550-1826
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Kerney R. Marine, Jr.

Senior Engineering Manager

Bureau of Street Lighting

City of Los Angeles

(213) 359-1953

 

On Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 4:25 PM, Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> wrote:

Hi Kerney

 

Seems there is a little more urgency with removing the lampposts than I thought due to
ADA required work at the Center. Specifically, it involves the two lampposts closest to
Staples where there will be a new path of travel.  So, it would be helpful to know when you
plan to remove the posts and if it is not happening in the next few weeks is it possible to
remove just those two posts sooner than later?

 

I have copied our property manager Jeremy Weinstein.

 

tel:(213)%20359-1953
mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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Thank you

Glenn
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Re: Vermonica Street Light Installation? 

2 messages

Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org> Wed, Nov 22, 2017 at 11:03 AM
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>
Cc: kerney.marine@lacity.org

Hi Jeff,  I would like Kerney to reply but he’s not in today.  Go ahead and reply to her email with a
cc to Kerney.  Basically the lawyer of the center asked us to remove it since they were going to
renovate and they did not plan to keep it. We moved it to our place for safe keeping.  Also, Jeff I’m
not for changing the name of the piece.  
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Nov 22, 2017, at 10:46 AM, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> wrote: 
 

Hello Norma,
 
The original artist that designed the Virmonica and one of her associates are requesting
information for the relocation. Please advise.  
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 

mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
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From: Sheklein <sheklein@fidalgo.net> 
Date: November 22, 2017 at 10:27:55 AM PST 
To: Richard Schave <schavester@gmail.com> 
Cc: "jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org" <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>, "bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org"
<bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org>, Kim Cooper <tours@esotouric.com>,
sheila@sheilaklein.com 
Subject: Re: Vermonica Street Light Installation? 
 

Hello all, Jeff Ziliota wow !
the only reason I know is an email late last night from someone I don’t know who
asked me why it was gone. Tell me.
Sheila 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Nov 22, 2017, at 10:19 AM, Richard Schave <schavester@gmail.com> wrote: 
 

Jeff:
 
Wondering what happened to Sheila Klein’s Vermonica Street Light
installation at Vermont & SMB.  I understand from Sheila that the lights
are now at the BSL museum at Virgil & SMB.
 
Sheila is very confused.  I am concerned, and as a prominent
preservation advocate and historian of our fair city, reaching out to you in
hopes that answers can be found and fences mended.
 

mailto:sheklein@fidalgo.net
mailto:schavester@gmail.com
mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
mailto:bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org
mailto:bsl.streetlighting@lacity.org
mailto:tours@esotouric.com
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mailto:schavester@gmail.com
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Thanks so much for your help.
 
I am CCing Sheila Klein, the artist, my lovely wife, Kim Cooper, and the
general email for the BSL Museum.
 
Happy Thanksgiving,
 
Richard Schave
 
http://esotouric.com
http://lavatransforms.org

Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> Wed, Nov 22, 2017 at 11:29 AM
To: Sheklein <sheklein@fidalgo.net>
Cc: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Hello Shiela,
 
Our Field Office has recently been contacted by a Staples parking lot representative
(lawyer) requesting that the Bureau of Street Lighting needed to remove the display before January
2018 due to their future redesign for the parking lot. Our Bureau Management has decided to
relocate the entire display right away to our Field Office location for preservation. All of the poles
have been removed and relocated to our front lawn, over the last couple of weekends, positioning
them in the same order. 
 
 
Thanks,
Jeffrey Ziliotto

http://esotouric.com/
http://lavatransforms.org/
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C&M Superintendent II
Division Manager
Field Operations Division
Bureau of Street Lighting
Department of Public Works
4550 Santa Monica Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90029
323-913-4742
323-644-6235 fax
jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org 
MS 546
Hours: 7 a.m.-4:30 p.m. (M-Th)
          7 a.m.-3:30 p.m. (Fri Wk 1)
          Regular Day Off (Fri Wk 2) 
 

 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Nov 22, 2017, at 10:28 AM, Sheklein <sheklein@fidalgo.net> wrote: 
 

https://maps.google.com/?q=4550+Santa+Monica+Boulevard%0D+Los+Angeles,+California+90029%0D+323&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=4550+Santa+Monica+Boulevard%0D+Los+Angeles,+California+90029%0D+323&entry=gmail&source=g
tel:323-913-4741
tel:213-485-7758
mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
mailto:sheklein@fidalgo.net
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Hello all, Jeff Ziliota wow !
the only reason I know is an email late last night from someone I don’t know who asked me
why it was gone. Tell me.
Sheila 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On Nov 22, 2017, at 10:19 AM, Richard Schave <schavester@gmail.com> wrote: 
 

Jeff:
 
Wondering what happened to Sheila Klein’s Vermonica Street Light installation at
Vermont & SMB.  I understand from Sheila that the lights are now at the BSL
museum at Virgil & SMB.
 
Sheila is very confused.  I am concerned, and as a prominent preservation
advocate and historian of our fair city, reaching out to you in hopes that answers
can be found and fences mended.
 
Thanks so much for your help.
 
I am CCing Sheila Klein, the artist, my lovely wife, Kim Cooper, and the general
email for the BSL Museum.
 
Happy Thanksgiving,
 
Richard Schave
 

mailto:schavester@gmail.com
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Re: Vermonica 

3 messages

Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org> Mon, Sep 25, 2017 at 1:56 PM
To: gfreeman@nsbinc.com
Cc: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

Hi Mr. Freeman,   As I indicated in my last message I want to introduce you to Kerney Marine who
will coordinate with you regarding the relocation of "Vermonica".  We are currently working on a
location and will be in contact as soon as we have a preliminary schedule.  Thanks    
 
 

 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> 
Date: Tue, Sep 19, 2017 at 11:55 AM 
Subject: Vermonica 
To: "jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org" <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
 
 

 

 

 

mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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--  
Norma Isahakian
Assistant Director
Bureau of Street Lighting

Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> Mon, Sep 25, 2017 at 2:21 PM
To: Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org>
Cc: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

Thanks Norma,

 

I appreciate the quick reply and look forward to hearing from Kerney.

 

Glenn

 

From: Norma Isahakian [mailto:norma.isahakian@lacity.org]  

Sent: Monday, September 25, 2017 1:56 PM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Kerney Marine; Jeff Ziliotto 

Subject: Re: Vermonica

mailto:norma.isahakian@lacity.org
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Hi Mr. Freeman,   As I indicated in my last message I want to introduce you to Kerney Marine who
will coordinate with you regarding the relocation of "Vermonica".  We are currently working on a
location and will be in contact as soon as we have a preliminary schedule.  Thanks   

 

 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> 
Date: Tue, Sep 19, 2017 at 11:55 AM 
Subject: Vermonica 
To: "jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org" <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
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--

Norma Isahakian

Assistant Director

Bureau of Street Lighting

Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Wed, Nov 29, 2017 at 3:12 PM
To: Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org>

 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> 
Date: Mon, Sep 25, 2017 at 2:21 PM 
Subject: RE: Vermonica 
To: Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org> 
Cc: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
 
 

Thanks Norma,

 

I appreciate the quick reply and look forward to hearing from Kerney.

 

Glenn

mailto:gfreeman@nsbinc.com
mailto:norma.isahakian@lacity.org
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From: Norma Isahakian [mailto:norma.isahakian@lacity.org]  

Sent: Monday, September 25, 2017 1:56 PM 

To: Glenn Freeman 

Cc: Kerney Marine; Jeff Ziliotto 

Subject: Re: Vermonica

 

Hi Mr. Freeman,   As I indicated in my last message I want to introduce you to Kerney Marine who
will coordinate with you regarding the relocation of "Vermonica".  We are currently working on a
location and will be in contact as soon as we have a preliminary schedule.  Thanks   

 

 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Glenn Freeman <gfreeman@nsbinc.com> 
Date: Tue, Sep 19, 2017 at 11:55 AM 
Subject: Vermonica 
To: "jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org" <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
 

 

mailto:norma.isahakian@lacity.org
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--

Norma Isahakian

Assistant Director

Bureau of Street Lighting
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Vermonica Poles at FOD 

1 message

Victor Turcios <victor.turcios@lacity.org> Fri, Nov 3, 2017 at 3:23 PM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>
Cc: James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org>, Gerardo Reyes <gerardo.reyes@lacity.org>, Silva
Batikian <silva.batikian@lacity.org>, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

Kerney,
 
Attached please find a copy of the plans showing the possible layout, Material list, Voltage drop
calcs(with certain assumptions), and a picture reference sheet.
 
I will be out of the office for the next couple of weeks. If there are any questions with regards to the
drawings you may contact Gary Reyes.
 
Thank you,
 
Victor Turcios, P.E. 
City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works 
Bureau of Street Lighting 
1149 S. Broadway 
Los Angeles, Ca. 90015 
 
Office: (213) 847-1818 
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www.bsl.lacity.org
 
4 attachments

Voltage drop calculations.pdf 
32K

FOD Site-FOD-G-1.pdf 
639K

FOD Site-FOD-P-1.pdf 
258K

Reference Sheet.pdf 
5102K
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Vermonica 

2 messages

Richard Sarigumba <richard.sarigumba@lacity.org> Fri, Oct 20, 2017 at 8:48 AM
To: Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org>, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

 
Hi Norma & Kerney,
 
I think I got the scale wrong but I'll fix it. This is it so far.  Let me know if I should continue...
 
I have a meeting so I'll finish it after the meeting.
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Richard Sarigumba 
Division Manager, New Technology & Energy Efficiency Division 
Bureau of Street Lighting
1149 S. Broadway, Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90015
(213)-847-1826

Richard Sarigumba <richard.sarigumba@lacity.org> Fri, Oct 20, 2017 at 3:54 PM
To: Norma Isahakian <norma.isahakian@lacity.org>, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>,
James Quigley <james.quigley@lacity.org>

I'll finish the rest next week.
 

tel:%28213%29-847-1826
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Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Virmonica - W.O.# 

7 messages

Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 10:04 AM
To: Mark Yonemura <mark.yonemura@lacity.org>
Cc: CARLEEN MARQUEZ <CARLEEN.MARQUEZ@lacity.org>, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

Mark,
 
Just spoke to Carleen.
Can you open a W.O. for the "Virmonica" project.
FOD is moving electroliers from the Vermonica location to the front yard of the FOD facility
"Virmonica".
 
Let Jeff or I know what further information is needed.
 
Thanks
 

Mark Yonemura <mark.yonemura@lacity.org> Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 11:44 AM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>
Cc: Carleen Marquez <carleen.marquez@lacity.org>, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

Hi Kerney,
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I attached a copy of the work order that just needs to be signed by you and Norma.  Once it is
signed, you can just give it to me to open.
 
I had the funding source was SLMAF.  If it is not, please let me know and I will make the changes.
 
Thanks, 
 
Mark
 
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 10:04 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Mark,
 
Just spoke to Carleen.
Can you open a W.O. for the "Virmonica" project.
FOD is moving electroliers from the Vermonica location to the front yard of the FOD facility
"Virmonica".
 
Let Jeff or I know what further information is needed.
 
Thanks
 

 
 
 
--  
Mark Yonemura
Bureau of Street Lighting
City of Los Angeles
(213) 847-1311
 

mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
tel:(213)%20847-1311
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VIRMONICA MOVING.doc 
45K

Mark Yonemura <mark.yonemura@lacity.org> Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 3:35 PM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>
Cc: CARLEEN MARQUEZ <CARLEEN.MARQUEZ@lacity.org>, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

Hello,
 
Please see the attached work order that we opened for you.  Please let me know if you have any
questions.
 
Thanks,
 
Mark
 
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 10:04 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Mark,
 
Just spoke to Carleen.
Can you open a W.O. for the "Virmonica" project.
FOD is moving electroliers from the Vermonica location to the front yard of the FOD facility
"Virmonica".
 
Let Jeff or I know what further information is needed.
 
Thanks
 

 
 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=b9c6cc8f1e&view=att&th=15f9803c2392617f&attid=0.1&disp=attd&realattid=f_j9q0tu670&safe=1&zw
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--  
Mark Yonemura
Bureau of Street Lighting
City of Los Angeles
(213) 847-1311
 

L1899207 - VIRMONICA MOVING.pdf 
38K

Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 3:37 PM
To: Mark Yonemura <mark.yonemura@lacity.org>
Cc: CARLEEN MARQUEZ <CARLEEN.MARQUEZ@lacity.org>, Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

Thanks
 
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 3:35 PM, Mark Yonemura <mark.yonemura@lacity.org> wrote: 

Hello,
 
Please see the attached work order that we opened for you.  Please let me know if you have any
questions.
 
Thanks,
 
Mark
 
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 10:04 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Mark,
 
Just spoke to Carleen.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=b9c6cc8f1e&view=att&th=15f98d70c766b896&attid=0.1&disp=attd&realattid=f_j9q94omq0&safe=1&zw
mailto:mark.yonemura@lacity.org
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Can you open a W.O. for the "Virmonica" project.
FOD is moving electroliers from the Vermonica location to the front yard of the FOD facility
"Virmonica".
 
Let Jeff or I know what further information is needed.
 
Thanks
 

 
 
 
--  
Mark Yonemura
Bureau of Street Lighting
City of Los Angeles
(213) 847-1311

 

Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 3:38 PM
To: Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org>

What's the plan of action?
 
Start this Thursday?
 
Let me know what days you'll have staff working on the project.
 
Thanks
 

tel:(213)%20847-1311
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Mark Yonemura <mark.yonemura@lacity.org> 
Date: Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 3:35 PM 
Subject: Re: Virmonica - W.O.# 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
Cc: CARLEEN MARQUEZ <CARLEEN.MARQUEZ@lacity.org>, Jeff Ziliotto
<jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
 
 
Hello,
 
Please see the attached work order that we opened for you.  Please let me know if you have any
questions.
 
Thanks,
 
Mark
 
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 10:04 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Mark,
 
Just spoke to Carleen.
Can you open a W.O. for the "Virmonica" project.
FOD is moving electroliers from the Vermonica location to the front yard of the FOD facility
"Virmonica".
 
Let Jeff or I know what further information is needed.
 

mailto:mark.yonemura@lacity.org
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
mailto:CARLEEN.MARQUEZ@lacity.org
mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Thanks
 

 
 
 
--  
Mark Yonemura
Bureau of Street Lighting
City of Los Angeles
(213) 847-1311
 
 

L1899207 - VIRMONICA MOVING.pdf 
38K

Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 4:18 PM
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>
Cc: Johnny Gonzalez <johnny.gonzalez@lacity.org>, James Masud <james.masud@lacity.org>

Hello Kerney,
 
Unfortunately, we did not do the layout again today.  We are still scheduled to start on Thursday. 
Layout is still questionable.
 
 
Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 3:38 PM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

tel:(213)%20847-1311
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=b9c6cc8f1e&view=att&th=15f98d98d03319b1&attid=0.1&disp=attd&realattid=f_j9q94omq0&safe=1&zw
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What's the plan of action?
 
Start this Thursday?
 
Let me know what days you'll have staff working on the project.
 
Thanks
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Mark Yonemura <mark.yonemura@lacity.org> 
Date: Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 3:35 PM 
Subject: Re: Virmonica - W.O.# 
To: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> 
Cc: CARLEEN MARQUEZ <CARLEEN.MARQUEZ@lacity.org>, Jeff Ziliotto
<jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> 
 
 
Hello,
 
Please see the attached work order that we opened for you.  Please let me know if you have any
questions.
 
Thanks,
 
Mark
 
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 10:04 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Mark,

mailto:mark.yonemura@lacity.org
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
mailto:CARLEEN.MARQUEZ@lacity.org
mailto:jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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Just spoke to Carleen.
Can you open a W.O. for the "Virmonica" project.
FOD is moving electroliers from the Vermonica location to the front yard of the FOD facility
"Virmonica".
 
Let Jeff or I know what further information is needed.
 
Thanks
 

 
 
 
--  
Mark Yonemura
Bureau of Street Lighting
City of Los Angeles
(213) 847-1311
 

 

Jeff Ziliotto <jeff.ziliotto@lacity.org> Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 4:58 PM
To: CARLEEN MARQUEZ <CARLEEN.MARQUEZ@lacity.org>
Cc: Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org>

Hello Carleen,
 
What should FOD use as a task for this work order?  Please advise.
 

tel:(213)%20847-1311
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Thanks,
Jeff
 
 
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 3:35 PM, Mark Yonemura <mark.yonemura@lacity.org> wrote: 

Hello,
 
Please see the attached work order that we opened for you.  Please let me know if you have any
questions.
 
Thanks,
 
Mark
 
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 10:04 AM, Kerney Marine <kerney.marine@lacity.org> wrote: 

Mark,
 
Just spoke to Carleen.
Can you open a W.O. for the "Virmonica" project.
FOD is moving electroliers from the Vermonica location to the front yard of the FOD facility
"Virmonica".
 
Let Jeff or I know what further information is needed.
 
Thanks
 

 
 

mailto:mark.yonemura@lacity.org
mailto:kerney.marine@lacity.org
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--  
Mark Yonemura
Bureau of Street Lighting
City of Los Angeles
(213) 847-1311

 

tel:(213)%20847-1311

